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ABSTRACT

TERAHERTZ RESPONSE OF MICROFLUIDIC-JETTED FABRICATED 3D
FLEXIBLE METAMATERIALS

by
Yew Li Hor

Conventional materials exhibit some restrictions on their electromagnetic properties.

Especially in terahertz region, for example, materials that exhibit magnetic response are

far less common in nature than materials that exhibit electric response. However,

materials can be designed, namely artificial man-made metamaterials that exhibit

electromagnetic properties that are not found in natural materials by adjusting, for

example, the dielectric, magnetic or structural parameters of the constituent elements.

This dissertation demonstrates the use of new fabrication techniques to construct

metamaterials in THz range via a material deposition system. The metamaterials are

fabricated by stacking alternative layers with conventional designs such as single ring-

split ring resonators (SRR) and microstrips to form a 3D metamaterial structure.

Conductive nano-particle Ag, Cu and semiconductor polymer fluids are used as structural

mediums. The metamaterials are fabricated on polyimide substrate. Their flexible nature

will be advantageous in future device innovations. In order to obtain electromagnetic

resonance in the terahertz range, the dimensions of the single ring-SRR and microstrips

are first approximated by analytical methods and then confirmed by numerical

simulation. The fabricated metamaterials are then characterized in transmission mode

using Time-domain THz Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) in the 0.1 to 2 THz range.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective

The objective of this dissertation is to design and fabricate flexible metamaterials in three

dimensions that exhibit response in the terahertz range utilizing novel microfluidic-jetted

fabrication techniques. Nanogold, liquid polyimide and semiconductor polymer

microfluidic inks are used for fabrication on various flexible substrates. In my thesis

proposal, the magnetic ink and carbon nanotubes ink were proposed as deposited

mediums. However, due to the difficulty of optimizing these fluids, the micron-size

structures could not be fabricated. The fabrication samples are characterized in THz time

domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) in the transmission mode. The measured THz responses

are verified with theoretical modeling utilizing commercial Excel add-in and FEMLAB

software package.

1.2 The Future Material

Metamaterials (MTMs) are defined as artificial materials which achieved extraordinary

electromagnetic properties that are not available in natural material. Although composite

materials have been investigated for many years, MTMs really form a new field of

science and engineering. If the demonstration of LHM (left-handed metamaterial)

structure in 1999 by Pendry et al. is considered as the commencement of MTMs', this

field is less then 10 years old in 2008. Due to their embryonic nature, MTMs have

evolved rapidly in this few years. The science of MTMs, in particular LH MTMs, has

1
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been well established theoretically, numerically, and experimentally in the literature.

Theories and experiment have revealed the fascinating properties of this MTMs such as

reverse Snell's law, reverses Doppler effect, reversal of Cherenkov radiation and

inversion of critical angle and Brewster's angle, etc 2 ' 3 '4 ' 5 .

1.3 Size Does Matter

The dimension of the element has to be tuned to meet the effective medium condition so

that it acts as a homogeneous medium to ensure that refractive phenomena will dominate

over scattering or diffraction phenomenon when a wave propagates inside the

metamaterials medium. Most of the experiments on MTMs have been performed at

microwave frequencies due to the simplicity of fabrication as well as ease of complex

transmission and reflection experiments. The first LHM proposed by Pendry et al. is in

the microwave region and has a structure size above 1 cm. The composite LHM medium

consists of alternative layers of the split-ring resonators and metallic post printed on a

PCB board s .

There is a sustained effort in the community to push the operational frequency of

MTMs toward the terahertz frequency region. Based on the effective medium theory, the

effective structure size in terahertz region has to shrink down to micron size. Modern

LHM has been introduced by Yen et al. 6 which was a 2-D layer of split rod and split ring

resonator with element size of 50µm on quartz substrate. Other LHM exhibiting electro

and magnetic response in terahertz region can be found in references 7 '8 '9 . These structures

are fabricated using conventional or advanced clean-room MEMS technology.
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1.4 Novel Technique

Nearly all of the MTMs that exist in terahertz region are single 2D layers fabricated on a

rigid substrate due to the limitation of the conventional MEMs technique. In this thesis, a

new fabrication technique, namely microfludic-jetted technique, for fabrication of

miniature 3D structure of MTMs in terahertz region is demonstrated. This method has

never been exploited yet until recently by the author. Using this novel technique, the

fabricated structure, for the first time, is able to fabricate on a flexible substrate thus add

the potential for future market application. Also, with this technique, miniature 3D THz

MTM has been realized by the idea of stacking the structure layer by layer. The use of

different fabrication materials such as nanogold, semiconductor ink even carbon

nanotubes, also broadens the future application area.

This novel fabrication technique are being evaluated as precision deposition tools

in a variety of manufacturing processes such as LCD (liquid crystal display)¹0  and OLED

(organic light emitter diode) ¹¹ . Also, this technique offers an economic advantage in

cases which the deposited material is expensive. Unlike the conventional lithography

technique, the use of photoresist and active chemicals is not necessary. Thus, there is a

comparative reduction in the fabrication cost and fabrication time. In addition,

microfludic-jetted technique offers the advantage of non-contact deposition, therefore,

minimizing contamination.

1.5 Negative Refraction Index ?

The index of refraction of MTMs is considered to be negative when the effective

permittivity and permeability are simultaneously negative. As a consequence of their
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double negative parameters, plane waves propagating in such metamaterials are

characterized by antiparallel phase and group velocities and reversal of wave vector that

follow a left-hand rule, thus giving rise to the name left-handed (meta)materials (LHM).

This type of material has named by its inventor, Veselago as left-handed material

"1\4,¹² .) Experiment and simulation¹³ have confirmed that the LHMs do indeed exhibit

negative refraction. However, the experiment was done in the microwave region and the

sample investigated was a bulk 3D prism slab. The question is whether the negative index

of refraction property can be implemented at terahertz frequencies? Although THz-TDS

has been proposed to be a technique for measuring the index of refraction of MTMs ¹4 , but

still, a negative index of refraction in terahertz region has not yet been observed. There is

mainly due to the inability in fabricating the MTMs into a bulk 3D slab. So there is a

need for alternative, advanced and simplified designs that can be easily fabricated and

characterized.

1.6 Terahertz Time Domain Spectroscopy

In this thesis, THz-TDS in the 0.1 to 2 THz range is used to characterize the fabricated

metamaterials. The 3D structure fabricated using the novel technique enables

characterization to be performed in varying structure planes by tilting the material with

respect to the incident terahertz beam. The potential of Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy and

imaging for non-destructive evaluation of materials such as space shuttle foam ¹5 ,

moisture content in grain, ¹6 wood,¹7 pharmaceuticals, ¹8 liquids, ¹9 and explosives²0  is well

documented. The key attribute of THz non-destructive evaluation is the ability of THz

radiation to propagate through paper, plastic, and other non-metallic containers. In the
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case of multilayer Left-handed material, the THz radiation only responds to the

conductive structure but not the substrate. Furthermore, THz-TDS measurement offers

more direct and simple way to obtain the frequency-dependent real and imaginary part of

refractive index of the MTMs.

1.7 Finite Element Method

The popular and powerful simulation tool FEMLABs is use for simulation the response

of THz wave propagated in the MTMs. The finite element method ²¹ is a numerical

technique for obtaining approximate solutions to boundary value problems of

mathematical physics. This method was first proposed in the 1940s and began to be used

in the 1950s for aircraft design. Thereafter, the methods were developed and applied

extensively to problems of structural analysis and increasingly to problems in other

fields. Today, the finite element method has become recognized as a general method

widely applicable to engineering and mathematical problems. Advantages of the finite

element methods include; flexibility and accuracy in modeling due to the uses of

unstructured meshes and isoparametric triangular elements; and, it is able to accurately

perform wideband electromagnetic simulations.

1.8 Fill in the Gap

Terahertz, far-infrared, or sub-millimeter radiation, at frequencies from 100GHz to

30THz, is the electromagnetic spectrum sandwiched between the microwave region and

infrared light. Technologies using the radiation from many regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum are well developed. For example the use of radio waves, microwaves, mobile
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phone and x-rays are now common nature in modern life. Several years ago, the terahertz

region was often referred to the 'Terahertz gap' because of the lack of commercially

available devices for this region. Gradually, the gap has been bridged with innovation

devices. One very successful approach to overcoming these limitations was the

development of THz-TDS, which uses femtosecond-pulse laser technology to generate

and detect pulses of THz radiation. This terahertz radiation could be considered the 'final

frontier' in understanding the electromagnetic spectrum.

The realization of artificial electric and magnetic materials in THz regime enables

an important step in filling the gap between microwave and optical frequencies, where

THz technologies suggested the potential applications in semiconductor, tomography

imaging, label free genetic analysis, cellular level imaging, and biological sensing and so

on. Metamaterial devices in THz range are still young compared to the gigahertz regime

due to the difficulty in establishing the miniature of the effective structure lattice size.

Even though a few metamaterials have been fabricated in the terahertz region as mention

in Section 2.3, the resolution of the structure still needs to be improved.



CHAPTER 2

METAMATERIALS

2.1 Definition

A metamaterial is defined as an artificial created material which achieves an

extraordinary electromagnetic property which is not available in natural material. Such

metamaterials can consist of either artificial dielectric or artificial magnetic materials

individually or combinations of both artificial materials. A metamaterial gains its

properties from its structure rather than directly from its composition. The term was

coined in a 2001 published paper by Rodger M. Walser of the University of Texas at

Austin²² . The definition was subsequently expanded by Valerie Browning and Stu Wolf

of DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) in the context of the DARPA

Metamaterials program that started also in 2001. They defined metamaterials as:

Metamaterials are a new class of ordered composites that exhibit

exceptional properties not readily observed in nature. These properties

arise from qualitatively new response functions that are: (1) not observed

in the constituent materials and (2) result from the inclusion of artificially

fabricated, extrinsic, low dimensional inhomogeneities.

In recent years, scientific and technological interest in metamaterials has grown

significantly. The extraordinary response functions of these metamaterials offer brilliant

applications in technologies covering the frequency region from microwaves to visible

range. Exotic properties for such metamaterials have been predicted; many experiments

and theoretical simulation have confirmed the science of these metamaterials.

7
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2.2 Categories of Metamaterials

The response of metamaterials to the presence of an electromagnetic field is determined

by macroscopic parameters of pennittivity E and permeability ,u of these materials. This

allows for the classification of a medium as follows which are related to the refractive

index n by

Where e, and du, are the relative permittivity and permeability related to the free space

permittivity and permeability, co and !Jo , respectively. In Equation (2.1), the four possible

sign combination in the pair (8, ti,) are (+, +), (+, —), (—, +) and (—, —) as illustrated in the

diagram of material (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 ε-µ material diagram.

A material with both permittivity and permeability greater then zero is designated

as a double positive material. Most commonly occurring media or natural material falls

under this designation. A material with permittivity less then zero and permeability
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greater than zero is designated as an epsilon negative medium or artificial dielectric

material. Many plasmas reveal this characteristic in certain frequency regimes. For

example nobles metals, such as silver and gold, behave in this manner in the infrared and

visible frequency region. A material with permittivity greater than zero and permeability

less then zero is designated as a permeability negative medium or artificial magnetic

materiel. Some gyrotropic materials exhibit this characteristic in certain frequency

regimes. A material with simultaneously permittivity and permeability less than zero is

designated as double negative medium. To date, this type of material has only been

established with artificial constructs: a new class of materials. As a consequence of their

double negative parameters, plane waves propagating in such metamaterials are

characterized by antiparallel phase and group velocities and reversal of wave vector that

follow a left-hand rule, thus giving rise to the name left-handed (meta)materials (LHM).

Sometimes, LHM are also called as backward-wave media, negative-index materials, or

even Veselago media in literature. In this thesis, the term LHM is used. LH structure has

been by far the most popular of the metamaterials, due to their extraordinary property of

negative refractive index.

2.2.1 Artificial Dielectric

As mentioned above, the artificial dielectric material is a material that exhibits both

positive permeability and negative permittivity. The first artificial dielectric material was

used in the design of low weight dielectrics lenses in microwave frequency. An example

of an artificial negative permittivity material is the wire medium 2³ (also call 'rod

medium'), which is formed by regular lattice of conducting wires with small radii

compared to the lattice periods, shown in Figure 2.2. This medium has plasma-like
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frequency dependent permittivity which is negative below the plasma frequency. That is

why it is often called "artificial plasma" since the ideal (collisionless) electron plasma is

described by permittivity of the same form.

Figure 2.2 A common example of artificial dielectric structure namely wire medium or
rod medium.

Other artificial dielectric materials, other than wire medium, have been invented

(see Figure 2.3) ²4 . The symmetric design has theoretically and experimentally been

demonstrated to eliminate magneto-optical coupling effect and yield electrically resonant

structures. Therefore, such symmetric elements can construct a purely electrical resonant

response.

Figure 2.3 Design of artificial electric element (a)-(f) and its arrays (g), (h) from Los
Alamos National Laboratory ²4 .
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For the negative permittivity-positive permeability metamaterials, applying the

excitation electric field will induces a current along the axis and generates an equivalent

electric dipole moment. These metamaterials exhibits a plasmonic-type permittivity

frequency function. In reference to thin wire as a medium, the permittivity derived by

Pendry et al. has the form

where cope is electric plasma frequency given by equation as below

and, c is the damping factor due to the metal losses

c, r, a and p is the speed of light, radius of the wires, conductivity of metal and lattice

size, respectively. The design rule for achieving the negative permittivity is

(2.5)

2.2.2 Artificial Magnetic

Artificial magnetic materials, which have negative permeability and positive permittivity,

are usually composed from elements that are resonant. The typical magnetic resonators

are split ring resonators (SRR) as shown in Figure 2.4 ²5 . An artificial magnetic formed by

SRR possesses negative permeability within the narrow band frequency near the resonant

frequency of the split ring resonators. A variety of shapes and designs have been

developed including the single split ring resonator, and s-shape resonator.

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)
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Figure 2.4 Scanning electron microscope image of the double split ring resonator in
micro size ²5 .

For negative permeability metamaterials, the excitation magnetic field H

perpendicular to the sample plane will induce resonating currents in the loop and generate

an equivalent magnetic dipole moment. Using the double ring SRR as an example, this

metamaterial exhibits a plasmonic-type permeability frequency function of the form

where coo„, is magnetic resonance frequency,

and the damping factor due to metal losses is

= 2pρ (2.8)
r11.10

where w, 6, r, p are the width of the ring, radial spacing between the ring, inner radius of

small ring and metal resistance per unit length. F is filling factor based on the geometry

of the SRR structure. In order to obtain negative permeability, the incident frequency

must fall in range as shown in Equation 2.9

< co <ωpm 	 (2.9)
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where,

2.2.3 Left-handed Metamaterials

A special place within metamaterials is occupied by double-negative media (DNG):

material which has both negative permittivity and permeability. The properties of such

materials were analyzed theoretically by Veselago in 1968 ¹² . Veselago introduced the

term "left-handed materials" based on its reverse direction of energy flow given

by È x H . Growing interest in these exotic media was propelled only after D.R. Smith

created a first prototype of LHM consisted of a combination of the SRR which exhibits

negative permeability and wire grids which provide the negative dielectric behavior ²5 as

shown in Figure 2.5(a). Modern LHM has also been introduced 26 which consists of a 2D

layer of rod and split ring resonator as shown in Figure 2.5(b) that possess an

electromagnetic response in the terahertz regime.

Electromagnetic waves in LHM will result in unusual reversed propagation

phenomena which are due to the combination of the negative s and 1.¹. obtained from

microstrips and SRR. The unusual phenomena include backward wave, negative

refraction, reverse Doppler and Vanilov-Cherenkov effects, etc. The details of the LHM

phenomenon will discussed in the following section of this chapter.

LHMs attract attention due to very interesting applications. Many researchers

from all over the world are studying various aspects of this class of metamaterial. Several

ideas and suggestions for future application of these materials have been proposed. Some

current application will be listed and discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 2.5 Examples of LHM (a) The composite LHM employed by Smith et al. the
medium consists of a split-ring resonators, printed on a circuit board, and metallic post s

and (b) Modern LHM, Rod-Split-Ring-Resonator in 2D, 80 pm of element size ²6 .

2.3 A Historical Overview

The first ever known metamaterials were artificial dielectric metamaterials developed by

W.E. Kock in the late 1940's ²7 and used in the design of low-weight dielectric lenses at

microwave frequencies. These materials which consist of artificially created dielectric or

metallic 'molecules' in certain shape, imitate natural materials. Another artificial

dielectric MTM is the wire medium ²³ (also called rod medium) which has been known

since the 1960s. The most recent artificial dielectric material, other than metal wire, for

frequencies of a few terahertz, (see Figure 2.3), has been invented last year by W. J.

Padilla et al. of Los Alamos National Laboratory ²4 .

Artificial magnetic materials have no shorter history than artificial dielectrics. The

most popular artificial magnetic are described in detail in Reference 28 but they have

been known for a long time before that, since the 1950s ²9 . The typical magnetic elements

are split-ring resonators and Swiss rolls.

LHM were theoretically investigated by V.G. Veselago in 1968 ¹² . His study

showed that the direction of the Poynting vector for a monochromatic uniform plane
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wave in LHM is antiparallel to the direction of phase velocity, conversely to the case of

plane wave propagation in conventional simple medium.

J.B. Pendry was the first person who theorized a practical way to make a LHM.

His initial idea was to utilize the metallic wires aligned along the propagation direction to

provide a metamaterial with negative permittivity. The challenge was to construct a

material which showed negative permeability. In 1999, Pendry demonstrated that an open

ring ('C' shape) with axis along the propagation direction could provide a negative

permeability²8 . In the same paper, he showed that a periodic array of wires and rings

could give rise to a negative refractive index medium. Since then, LHM has grown

rapidly in microwave region. Another related negative permeability particle which was

also proposed by Pendry is the swiss ro11 ²8 .

Most of the experiments on metamaterials have been performed at microwave

frequencies due to the simplicity of fabrication as well as ease of complex transmission

and reflection experiments ¹³ ' ³0 ' ³¹ . There is a sustained effort in the community to push

the operation frequency of metamaterials toward the terahertz frequency region. The first

SRR in THz region is created by Yen et al. ³² which demonstrated that the inherently

nonmagnetic SRR could exhibit strong magnetic response in the terahertz frequency

region. The dimension of their design is about —50µm on quartz substrate using self-

aligned microfabrication technique called photo-proliferated process. Fourier transform

infrared spectroscopy from 0.6 THz to 1.8 THz was used, which shows these SRR exhibit

a magnetic resonant frequency at 0.8, 0.88 and 1.15 THz for element lengths of 36µm,

44µm and 50µm. A similar work has been continued by H. 0. Moser et a1. ¹4 with a

different structure, which is a combination of the microstrips and SRR on a planar
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substrate that possessed both electric and magnetic resonance. The transmission property

of planar composites of double-ring-SRR was studied for the first time in time domain

terahertz spectroscopy by Oklahoma State University's terahertz group ³³ . At the same

time, Los Alamos Laboratory investigated its dynamical electric and magnetic respond

using THz-TDS 8 ' 24 ' ³4 . The structures were fabricated upon a highly resistive GaAs

substrate which acts as a fast photoconductor when the substrate is illuminated on the

carriers in the substrate. The free carriers shunt the gap of the SRR hence providing a

symmetric structure that effectively turns off its magnetic response. This work, for the

first time, demonstrates that SRR can be dynamically controlled and implemented as a

terahertz switch. Based on the recently advanced fabrication technologies, there are also

reports of characterization of negative index material in the far infrared region and in

optical spectra³5,³6,³7.

2.4 Fundamental Phenomenon of the LHM

2.4.1 Backward Wave

For a plane wave travelling in a conventional medium, the Maxwell's first order

differential equations are explicitly reduced to

However, for simultaneous negative E and µ, the above equations are reduced to
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Therefore, for right-handed material (RHM), 	 and k form a right-handed orthogonal

system of vectors and for LHM, the E , II/ and k form a unusual left-handed triad. This is

thus where the name of Left-handed materials originates.

The direction of the time-averaged flux of energy is determined by the real part of the

Poynting vector,

which is unaffected by a simultaneous change of sign of c and p,. Thus, E ,1-7 and S still

form a right-handed triad in LHM. Therefore, energy and wavefronts of LHM travel in

opposite directions resulting in backward propagation. Figure 2.6 illustrates the

orientation of É H , S and k in right handed and left-handed medium. Backward-wave

propagation is a unique property of LHM even though it may also appear in a nonuniform

waveguides. As will be shown, most of the surprising unique electromagnetic properties

of these media arise from this backward propagation property.

Figure 2.6 System of vectors E ,121, S and k for a plane wave in (a) RHM and (b) LHM.
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2.4.2 Phase and Group Velocity

Backward-wave propagation implies opposite signs between phase and group velocity. In

fact

where Phase velocity and Group velocity of wave propagate in the medium is define as

In addition, the dispersion relation of the medium is

Since a(coe) and ate ) must be larger than zero for positive energy density.aco	 co

act
2 Consequently 	 must be negative. Therefore, from Equation 2.14, it follows that

a c

vp  vg
 < 0 . The negative wave vector in a LHM leads to negative phase velocity.

Therefore, the group velocity must be positive in order to fulfill the vpvg < 0 condition. It

follows that in LH medium phase, which is related to phase velocity vp , the wave

propagates backward to the source in the opposite direction of the power (Poynting

vector), related to group velocity vg . This implies that the wavepacket and wavefront are

travelling in the opposite directions.
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2.4.3 Reversal of the Boundary Condition

From Maxwell's equations, the boundary conditions ³8 at the interface between two media

in the absence of charge and sources are

(2.18)

where n is a unit vector normal to the interface pointing from medium 1 to medium 2.

The upper two equations state that the normal component of D and B are continuous,

whereas the lower two equations state that tangential components of E and R are

continuous:

(2. 1 9)

where t and n stand for tangential and normal, respectively.

Now, consider the specific case of an interface between RH and LH media. Since

the relations on the tangential components do not depend on e and 	 the boundary

conditions on the tangential components of E and H are unaffected at interface. But the

boundary conditions on the normal components are altered, since they depend on e and ti

with changes in signs. Therefore, the boundary conditions at RH/LH interface are
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(2.20)

Thus the tangential components of E and H remain continuous while their normal

components become antiparallel at the interface between a RHM and LHM.

2.4.4 Reversal of Snell's Law

The consequences of negative refractive index when LHM is interfaced with RHM can

be seen from Snell's law. Consider a plane wave incident from a medium (e.g. vacuum)

with n>0 onto a medium with n<0. If 91 and 02 are the angles of incident and

transmission, respectively, then according to Snell's law;

sin el = n sin 02 	(2.21)

From the equation, negative n lead to negative values of sin 92 implies that the

transmitted rays make a negative angle with respect to the normal of the interface. In

other words, the refracted rays are bent to the opposite side, as shown in Figure 2.7,

compared with the conventional case. Experimental evidence for this aspect of LHM is

discussed ³9 .
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Figure 2.7 Refraction of an electromagnetic wave at the interface between two different
media (a) case of media of same handed (either RH or LH) (b) case of two media of
different handed (one RH and other one LH).

2.4.5 LH Effect of Flat, Concave and Convex Lenses

A double focusing effect can be obtained from a flat LH slab sandwiched between two

RH media. As illustrate in Figure 2.8, the rays radiated from a source at the distance /

from the first interface is focused in two locations, in the slab with distance s from the

first interface and refocus in the second RH medium. The first focus distance s is obtain

by simple trigonometric considerations as

where the angle BR is the incident angle 0,, is obtain by Snell's law

If the LHM and RHM have the same electromagnetic density, where n LH —n RH , then

focusing is obtained at the mirror image of the source. Since 8RH = θLH  , each pair of rays
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will focus at the same point so that the focus distances are the same for all pairs of rays. If

the electromagnetic density of the two media are different, then rays with different

incident angles refract to different focal point because the different ratio of

tan θRH / tan θLH  I for different pairs of rays which lead to different focal distances. In

this case, the focal point degenerates into a diffuse focal spot as a consequence of

spherical aberrations. This is the drawback of the LHM flat lens.

RHM 	
LHM 	 RHM

Figure 2.8 Double focusing effect in the LHM flat lens sandwich between RH media.

The principle of geometrical ray optics laws maybe revisited in the light of the

unusual and exotic effects achieved with LH lenses ² . Figure 2.9 illustrates the reversal of

the convergence and divergence effects of the LHM convex and concave lenses,

respectively. The focal length on a thin lens is given by

(2.24)

where R is the radius of the curvature of the lens. From this formula, it appear that for a

given R, a LH lens with an index of n=-1 would have the same focal length as a

conventional lens of index n=+3. Therefore, a LH lens would have a smaller focal length

and would be more compact compared to a RH lens with the same index magnitude.
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Another potential benefit of LH lenses is that a LH lens of n=-1 would focus

electromagnetic waves with a focal length of f=R/2 whereas a RH lens with the same

electromagnetic density, n=+1 would not.

Figure 2.9 Convergence and divergence of ray in the LHM lens. (a) LH convex lens
consequence diverging rays and (b) LH concave lens consequence the converging rays.

2.4.6 Reversal of Doppler Effect

Consider an electromagnetic radiating source S moving along z direction as illustrated in

Figure 2.10. In the far-field, the radiated fields have the form

with the phase φ(ω,t) = cot — k F , where k represents the wave number and r the

standard radial variable of the spherical coordinates system. If the source moves towards

the positive direction of z with a velocity v„ its position as a function of time is z = vs t .

Thus, the phase seen by an observer 0 is developed as follows

where s is the handedness sign function where negative sign represent LHM and vice

versa.
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The Doppler frequency ωDoppler  is the difference of the frequency w of the source and the

Doppler frequency shift Δω,

(2.27)

(2.28)

In a RH medium, Δω>0 since s =+1 and, therefore, the frequency measured by the

observer looking at the receding source is shifted downward or "red-shifted", as

illustrated in Figure 2.10; on the other hand , an observer located on the right-hand side

of the source, seeing a proceeding source, would measure a frequency shifted upward or

"blue-shifted". In a LH medium, because s=-1, the Doppler frequency of a receding

source is blue-shift, whereas that of a proceeding source is red-shifted.

Figure 2.10 Doppler Effect of (a) RHM and (b) LHM.

2.4.7 Reversal of Vavilov-Cerenkov Radiation

Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation is the visible electromagnetic radiation emitted by liquids or

solids when bombarded by fast-moving electron beams which exceed the velocity of

light. Consider a single electron e of charge q moving at the velocity ye along a direction

z, as illustrated in Figure 2.11 In considering the wave like nature of matter, the isolated
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electron considered is a wave, and therefore, the phase velocity is the same as the

velocity of electron. Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation is directive, with a radiation angle

depends on the velocity of the electron. Thus the radiation angle is

(2.29)

where c is the velocity of light.

It is obvious that in a RH medium, Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation occurs at positive

angles since k is positive. Since k<O, wave propagation is backward in LHM,

Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation occurs at negative angles. This implies that in LHM, a source

generating a modulated beam of electrons toward positive direction of z, the group

velocity carrying power would naturally propagate toward positive z direction, whereas

the electron wave would propagate backward. A theoretical study of Vavilov-Cerenkov

radiation in LHM is presented in Reference 40.

Figure 2.11 Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation. (a) in conventional medium (0>0) and (b) in
LHM (0<0) indicate the reversal of Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation.
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2.4.8 Negative Goos-Hänchen Shift

When a beam of finite extent is incident from medium 1 to medium 2, where the

refractive index of medium 2 is larger than medium 1 and the incident angle exceeds the

critical angle so that total reflection occurs, the reflected beam experiences a finite lateral

shift A called Goos-Hänchen shift as illustrate in Figure 2.12. The lateral shift is the

consequence of a nonuniform plane wave which penetrates into medium 2 by a small

distance, forming an evanescent wave in the direction normal to the interface and

propagated along the interface. For ordinary medium 2, power associated with this plane

wave flows parallel to the interface in the forward direction. The Goos-Hänchen shift

must be positive in ordinary media. However if the medium 2 is a left handed medium,

energy flow and wavefront propagation are anti parallel. Therefore, the Goos-Hänchen

shift must be negative. The Goos-Hänchen effect occurring in layer structure of negative

refraction index has been analyzed in detail4¹.

Figure 2.12 Goos-Hänchen effect. (a) Conventional case, at the interface between two
RH media. (b) The reversed effect, at the interface between a RH and A LH medium.

2.5 Metamaterial Current Applications

Metamaterial technology is a breakthrough, due to the controllable electromagnetic

properties of the materials level that was not available in natural materials. This

advantage offers brilliant application in developing the novel components and
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subsystems. In addition, metamaterials offer a very promising prospective that could

overcome the limitations of current technology, covering the frequency range from

microwave to visible range. The novel ideas expand this rapidly developing scientific

area with extremely high rate, and promising effects attract researchers from various

scientific communities. Below, is listed a few recent developments of metamaterials in

industrial applications.

2.5.1 Superlens

All conventional RH lenses suffer from a diffraction limit which cannot focus the

electromagnetic radiation onto an area smaller than the square wavelength. The LHM

lens that is described by Veselago achieves "perfect imaging" since it focuses the source

and object propagating waves and restores the amplitude of the evanescence wave at the

focal plane. The LHM lens completely regenerates the source plane at the internal and

external focal planes as discuss in the above section. The "perfect lens" predicted by

Pendry only occurs when the lens and the surrounding RHM are lossless and two specific

condition are met. The conditions are 1) impedance matching in LH and RHM and 2) LH

and RH materials must have relative index of —1 with respect to each other. The first

condition eliminates any reflections at the interfaces of the LHM lens and the second

condition ensures there are no aberrations.

The first superlens with a negative refractive index provided resolution three

times better than the diffraction limit of conventional lens and was demonstrated at

microwave frequencies at the University of Toronto by A. Grbic and G.V.

Eleftheriades 42 . To make a perfect lens, one also needs zero dissipation and amplification

of evanescence wave. Metamaterials typically lower the dissipation but do not make it
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exactly zero. Exactly zero dissipation is physically impossible. In fact, the dissipation is

usually strong near the resonant frequencies, thus more problematic. Also, the

amplification of the evanescence wave in LHM becomes ambiguous at high frequencies

due to the inability of well defining it. Therefore, at high frequency, a superlens is

physically hard to establish. The first optical superlens which exceeds the diffraction

limit was created and demonstrated by Xiang Zhang et al. of UC Berkeley4³ . However,

they used a thin silver film to enhance the evanescent modes through surface plasmon

coupling instead of using LHM.

2.5.2 Cloaking

Cloaking of an entity from electromagnetic fields refers to reduce the total scattering

cross section of the object. In science fiction, a cloaking device refers to the advanced

stealth system which causes an object, such as a spaceship or individual, to be invisible

and undetectable with sensing instrumentation. Since 2005, cloaking devices are no

longer just science fiction. The theoretical possibility of using plasmonic and

metamaterials for reducing the scattering from spherical objects whose dimensions are

comparable with the incident wavelength has been considered 44 . The key aspect is that

the propagating wave within a metamaterial can be "bent" without any reflection or

scattering. Thus, a metamaterial shell can be used to guide electromagnetic wave

propagation around and passing the shielded entity, rendering it "invisible" since no

information in terms of phase or directional change is present in the electromagnetic

wave45 . This capability was proposed for use in concealing objects within a metamaterial

cloak46'47. The first experimental of this cloaking effect is demonstrated by Schurig et

a1.48 . The experiment demonstrated the use of a cylindrical metamaterial consisting of
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concentric shells of split ring resonators as a cloaking device in the microwave region.

The guiding was achieved by tuning the geometric parameters of the SRRs for

appropriate permeability values. Numerical simulations for the cloaking effect are also

demonstrated49'50. Another proposal involving metamaterial based cloaking is hiding the

presence of nearby objects by resonate the scattered light from the nearby particles with

the metamaterial. This will cause the trapped light cancel out and thus effectively hiding

the object from view5¹ .

2.5.3 Planar Circuit and Waveguide Miniaturization

An efficient waveguiding structure is required for microwave and sub/ millimeter wave

components. In spite of the maturity of standard waveguiding principles, established

methods encounter the limitations due to cost issues at low frequencies or with regard to

losses at higher frequencies. Photonic bandgap (PBG) materials have demonstrated

interesting waveguiding properties which enable very attractive loss levels e.g. below

0.25 dB/m at 18 GHz 5² ' 5³ . However, such concepts usually required large areas for

implementation. Reduce the size of the component such as a waveguide and circuit, is a

key to reducing the cost of the system. A highly interesting potential for LHM was

demonstrated by Caloz et al. in terms of transmission line and circuit integration 54 . A

reduction of the footprint of a simple transmission line based component, a diplexer

including two filter and transmission line structures, was demonstrated to be achievable

within an area, which reduces the component space in comparison to a typical solution.

This example illustrates the huge components integration and cost reduction potential.

Broad applications of this effect are therefore foreseen, especially in mobile terminal
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equipment area where increase complexity has to be achieved at increasing spatial and

cost constraint.

Waveguides consisting of metamaterials can exhibit have extremely unusual

dispersion characteristics in comparison to standard waveguides. Examples of LHM

waveguides include coupled cavity waveguides 55 , backward lines, etc. The dispersion

controllability of the LHM is an extremely attractive characteristic to provide more

compact component space and therefore, reduce the cost of the device such as phase

shifters and delay lines that can find applications e.g. in communication systems 56 .

Recent developments are focused on combination of backward and forward lines 57 . This

combination allows simultaneously adjust of the characteristic impedance and

propagation constants of a waveguide, thus provide ability for matching over broad

frequency ranges.

2.5.4 Antennas / Antenna Arrays

Metamaterials provide excellent opportunities for optimizing the radiation characteristic

of an antenna due to its tunable capability in electromagnetic wave propagation. The

intense interest has been shown in the recent design of multiple input multiple output

(MIMO) communication systems where antennas arrays are used to transmit and receive

the information simultaneously. However, the interaction between the antennas is a

disturbing factor when they are placed in close proximity. The used of Non-resonant

metamaterials such as the wire medium in this steerable antenna array 58 design which

would received and transmit signal in only one direction and thus eliminate the

interference noise. This has wide benefits for wireless communication technologies as

well as microwave and millimeter wave imaging applications. Recent work has also
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addressed the combination of LHM and RHM for antenna applications. Using

RHM/LHM composites novel backfire-to-endfire leaky wave antennas can be realized,

enabling for the first time the realization of full-space scanning antennas 59 .

Other examples include single-excitation dual-band antennas 60 . Antennas with a

directive radiation with a best half-power beamwidth of 10° can be achieved with

acceptable radiation-power gain within a certain frequency range 6¹ . Intense work has also

been dedicated at using LHM for the reduction of antenna size, while maintaining a

reasonable performance.

2.5.5 Application of Tunable Materials

Under appropriate configurations of metamaterial, small variations of the size and

structure may lead to radical changes of its properties. Tunable devices or components

can therefore, be realized much more effectively in metamaterials, leading to more

efficient modulators, broadly tunable components, enhance flexibility of the systems, etc.

These opportunities can be widely explored for communication purposes, particular

enhancing the performance in cellular phones component such as antenna, filter and

signal amplifier. Several telecommunication companies are involving their effort in this

research era. The use of metamaterials has extended interest in sensing applications e.g.

for biochips to enhance sensitivity.



CHAPTER 3

FABRICATION

3.1 Effective Medium

The essential theoretical framework in the study of the metamaterials is the effective

medium approach 6² which enables calculation of the effective permittivity and

permeability. This effective medium approach introduces an effective homogeneous

structure whose structural average cell size p is much smaller than the guided

wavelength. A composite metamaterial may behave as a homogenous medium at

wavelengths much longer than one of its characteristic spatial scale, such as its lattice

period. Due to the concept of homogeneity of the effective unit cell, LHM can support

unusual phenomenon like negative refraction and subwavelength focusing. Furthermore,

knowing the effective medium parameters of a metamaterial is useful for studying its

wave propagating characteristics.

Effective medium theory calculates effective properties for media with located

symmetric inclusions. When a wave propagates inside the metamaterials medium, the

refractive phenomena will dominate over scattering or diffraction phenomenon ²  if the

average cell size, p, is at least smaller than a quarter of the incident wavelength, p < A .
4

Under this situation, the structure behaves as a homogeneous material and

electromagnetic waves only probe the average well-defined macroscopic constitutive

parameters which depend on the features of the unit cell. As shown in Figure 3.1 (a) for

unit cell much smaller than the incident wavelength, interference effects cannot take

place because the phase difference between adjacent cells is negligible. Instead, the wave

32
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simply travels through the material in a straight line, thus probing average or effective

constitutive parameters.

Figure 3.1 Wave propagated in MTMs medium (a) long wavelength propagate through
the medium which shows no scattering effect (b) short wavelength close to lattice size of
the structure that exhibits scattering effects.

3.2 Conventional Techniques

3.2.1 Screen, Stencil and Circuit Board Fabrication Technique

The early MTMs fabrication is based on mostly conventional circuit board fabrication 6³ .

The process consists of negative etching off the unwanted pattern of a thin conductive

metal layer such as copper that covers on the surface of the insulating substrate. This

process undergoes a chain of chemical reactions leaving the desired pattern (e.g. SRR or

microstrips) on the surface of substrate. Due to the limited resolution, this process is only

ideal for fabricating of structure size used in microwave region which the structure size is

above 1 cm. Sometimes, in order to produce time and cost effective product, screen and

stencil printing are used 64
. However, the structures suffer from the poor resolution.
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3.2.2 Photolithography

Photolithography is a process used in microfabrication. Similar to circuit board

fabrication, this process is selectively remove parts of the conducting materials and

leaving pattern remains on the substrate 65 . Photolithography shares the some fundamental

principles with circuit board fabrication except it uses light to transfer a geometric pattern

from a photomask to a light-sensitive chemical, (photoresist) on the substrate.

The process begins with the generation of the pattern layout using design

software. This information is then transferred to a photomask pattern generator, which the

pattern is drawn by a laser on a quartz plate covered with a thin layer of chrome and a

light sensitive material called photoresist. This quartz plate is then developed and the

chrome is etched, creating the photomask. Light is passed through the photomask,

exposing the photoresist on the wafer and creating the blueprint that will be deposited on

it. A series of chemical treatments then etch the exposure pattern into the desired

structure.

This step is like an ultra high precision version of the method used to make

printed circuit boards. This method offers exact control over the shape and size of the

created objects. In THz region, 2/p —10 are achievable with conventional micro-

fabrication methods. Yen et al. fabricated a SRR structure with a resonance around

1 THz³2 . They have successfully reduced the structure size to the order of ten microns.

However, in the microfabrication process, defects in the samples are generally induced

due to poor adhesion of the photo resist and metal film on quartz substrate. During the

development process, some of the resist pattern can peel off from the quartz resulting in

defects such as imperfectness of the ring, residue metal and side-wall. Although an
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improved method of microfabrication has been invented with the adhesion enhanced by

spinning down the hexamethlydisilazane (HMDS) on the quartz before spinning

photoresist66 , still, this technique is expensive, complicated and time consuming.

3.2.3 Nanolithography

When the size of the devices shrinks toward the nanometer range, a battle is on to

develop next generation microlithography technologies capable of resolving nano

features. The technique, called nanolithography 67 which improves upon microlithography,

using, for example improved lenses and photomasks, capable of fabricating minimum

feature size of 1 30nm or smaller. Other alternate nanolithography lead beyond that scale

includes dip-pen lithography, nanoimprint, X-ray, electron beam and ion beam.

Dip-pen lithography uses a small tip as a "pen" to deposit molecules on a surface.

This tip is imitating an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip but coated with thin film of

molecules. During the process, the molecules, follow the tip movement, migrate from tip

to surface of the substrate and make a nanoscopic pattern. This technique can achieve

very small sizes, but currently cannot go below 40nm.

The idea of nanoimprint is to embboss a pattern on the surface using the prepared

piece of nanostructured material as a "stamp" that is pressed against the surface leaving a

characteristic pattern behind. These techniques are sometimes used with combination of

UV exposure which stabilizes the pattern.

Electron/ ion beam lithography uses a scanning electron/ ion microscope for

writing patterns on surfaces. Due to the electron irradiation, the material locally changes

its properties which can then be used to selectively 'etch' the irradiated sample. In this

method, incredibly small sizes (in the order of 20nm) may be achieved. However,
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Electron-beam lithography is much more expensive and time consuming making it a

difficult sell for industry applications of nanolithography. X-ray lithography functions

similarly to Electron beam lithography except it use X-ray photon instead of electron.

The use of nanofabrication is expected to dominate the production of

metamaterials structured on a nanometer scale. Metamaterials possess electromagnetic

behaviors that respond in far infrared and optical region have been established using

technique mention above. New nanofabrication technologies are constantly being

researched and developed, leading to smaller and smaller possible sizes. However, many

problems occur when one wants to precisely position the atoms or molecules specific

location on surfaces. Some of the problems are due to the quantum nature of atoms. This

poses an important technological difficulty and raises the cost of this technique.

3.3 The Novel Microfluidic-jetted Technique

As mention, an array of conducting elements act as an effective medium when the

radiation wavelength is much larger than the element lattice spacing that is p<<2.

Therefore, the fabrication of structure in microwave region is relatively easy compare to

structure in terahertz and optical region. The conventional fabrication technique listed

above, even through offer a good resolution; but they still suffer from high cost and long

fabrication time.

In this thesis, the use of a new fabrication technique, namely Microfluidic-jetted

technique, for implementing 2D and 3D THz MTMs samples is demonstrated. This

technique is basically originated from ink jet printing technique 68 . The main different

between inkjet printing and microfluidic-jetted technique is the size of the nozzles used.
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In microfluidic-jetted technique, instead of using large nozzles, 9µm diameter nozzle is

used for samples deposition which improved the resolution up to —1011m. in addition,

only one nozzle is used in microfluidic-jetted technique and the drop volume of one drop

is approximately 1pL. Thus, a micron size device such like terahertz MTMs is able to

fabricated using this technique.

The work reported in this chapter is concerned with investigating microfluidic-

jetted technique for fabricating the metamaterials in the terahertz region. Therefore, the

understanding of the fabrication system, fabrication steps, formulating of fabricated

materials, substrate preparation and resolution of the fabrication is a prerequisite in this

work. In addition, factors which affect the fabricated resolution are discussed as well as

the advantage and disadvantage of this fabrication technique compared to conventional

techniques.

3.4 Comparison of Conventional and Microfludic-jetted Technique

Both microlithography and nanolithography are a complex processes which involve the

removal of material. Thus, one may suspect that those methods may not be economical

and are wasteful processes due to the onetime use of mask and etching chemicals. Also,

many of the materials and chemicals involved may be harmful to the environment. In

addition, the multiple procedures are complicated and time consuming. Although the

process provides a high resolution fabrication, still, it is common to experience some

percentage of failure due to defects in the masking and etching process which may or

may not be detected a-priori. Microlithography and nanolithography require extremely

clean operating conditions. Therefore, an advanced cleanroom chamber is a need for the
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process, thus adding to the cost of the fabrication. Also the lithography technique only is

restricted to rigid substrate such as quartz, PCB board or silicon wafer. On the contrary,

microfluidic-jetted techniques allow the use of broad variety of substrate include paper,

polymer even cloth. The advantage of the lithography process especially nanolithography

is the relatively high resolution compared to jetting fabrication.

There are many advantages and challenging disadvantages of using microfluidic-

jetted technique in device fabrication. The main advantages include high-speed

fabrication, low fabrication cost; broad choices of substrates include flexible, flimsy

substrate; and less waste for minimized environment impact. On the other hand, the

technique also has its limitations, such as poor resolution for micro device fabrication as

compare to nanolithography, registration failure and uniformity of the printed layer. The

resolution is affected by types of fluidic and types of substrate use. For example using

PEDOT: PSS in it optimum jetting would give 18µm resolution while using nanogold in

toluene based gives 35µm resolution. The factors causing the listed limitation above and

precautionary steps will be discussed later in this chapter. In addition, there is a need for

deeper investigation of fluidic properties and performance. Sometimes, for specific

device fabrication, preparing the printable fluidic from raw material is needed since there

is not much printable fluidic available in the market. Therefore, basic materials chemistry

knowledge is a need for using this technique.

3.5 System Description

The Dimatix Materials Printer (DMP) is a laboratory tool that enables ink jetting printing

technology for new manufacturing and analytical processes. The DMP is a laboratory and
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limited production tool that enables researcher, scientists, and engineers to evaluate the

use of ink jetting technology for new manufacturing and analytical processes. It is

designed to be convenient and easy to use to carry out "proof of concept" and

development work using ink jet technology. The low cost user-fillable piezo-based jetting

cartridges can print up to 1 picoliter drop volume from nozzle of size 9µm. Its operation

is PC-controlled which also includes visual monitoring of ink jetting and printed pattern

inspection. The package software provided by FUJIFILM allows the user to generate a

required printed pattern or to import the pattern from other CAD software. Thus, unlike

other fabrication techniques, masks are not required. The schematic and its real image are

shown in Figure 3.2 Schematic of Dimatix Material Printer (DMP) system and Figure

3.3. It consisted of three main sections, (i) a computer controlled (ii) fabrication module

(iii) substrate holder (iv) drop watcher (v) cleaning station and (vi) microfludic module.

Figure 3.2 Schematic of Dimatix Material Printer (DMP) system.
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PC-controlled operation includes visual monitoring of ink jetting and printed

pattern inspection. The Computer interface eliminates manually adjustment thus

providing precision control for the system. Also, the interface software includes a pattern

editor allowing one to create or modify design patterns.

The main parts of the fabrication module consist of cartridge holder, Fiducial

camera and cartridge angle adjustment scale. The solid cartridge holder is where the

microfludic module is mounted. The cartridge holder connects the piezoelectric

transducer of the microfludic module printhead and microelectronics controller. The

cartridge angle scale, as shown in Figure 3.4, is set for precise droplet positioning based

on the selected drop spacing in use, and it is the only manual adjustment for the system.

The detail of angle setting versus drop spacing will presented later in this chapter. In

order to align droplets accurately a magnifying optical system was required with the

ability to locate surface features and droplet deposits. A Fiducial camera mount beside

the cartridge holder allow user to view the fabricated pattern and to position the pattern in

the substrate. The two latches are for fasten the cartridge and lock the set cartridge angle.

The cartridge cable connects between PC and the microelectronic in the cartridge holder

provide fine controlling of PZT diaphragm via the waveform editor. The detail of this

matter is discussed later in this chapter. The computer controlled stepper motor drive of

the x-stage allows the x position of printed location to be known at any time.

The platen mount on top of y-stage stepper motor with dimensions of 8"x11"

provides a large printable area for loading/ unloading of substrate. Combined with the x-

stage driven cartridge module, the position of the nozzle location can be precisely
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located. The platen is built with 0.5mm diameter vacuum suction holes which are spaced

very half inch thus capable to fasten the substrate on the platen.

The drop watcher provides an in-situ image of the droplet to check for satellite

droplet generation as well as to measure the droplet velocity and size. The drop watcher

camera system allows direct viewing of the jetting nozzle and droplets performance. The

flight of the ink droplet from the nozzle is captured, in image and movie file, using a

stroboscope broad band, white light emitting diode and a charge coupled device camera

with 4x magnification. The camera's field view is approximately 1.2 x1.6 mm with a

resolution of 2.5 µm/pixel. A cleaning station with changeable cleaning pad installed

ensures the jetting nozzle is in good condition. The cleaning cycle consists of split, purge

and blot. By computer control, the sequence, duration and delay of the cleaning cycle is

editable by the user based on the specific needs.

Figure 3.5 Microfluidic module: (a) printhead and reservoir and (b) the enlarged
schematic diagram of a piezoelectric transducer bonded to a silicon diaphragm integrated
inside printhead.

The microfludic module consists of printhead and 1.5mL microfludic reservoir as

shown in Figure 3.5(a). The printhead is integrated with a piezoelectric transducer
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bonded to a silicon diaphragm (PZT) [Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)03] (see Figure 3.5(b)) that

generates acoustic energy, driving drop formation. The printhead consists of 16 nozzles

and electrical connector for PC-interface. The nozzle dimension used in microfluidic-

jetted technique is 9µm in diameter and 266.5µm spacing to adjacent nozzles. The

number of firing nozzles used can be adjusted according to the user specifications. The

deposition time is determined by the number of nozzles used. However, in microfluidic-

jetted technique in micron structure fabrication, only one nozzle is used for optimizing

the resolution. The electronics pulse or waveform to the piezo electric printhead is

maintained for each fluid as optimized for printing sustainability. The pulse potential and

duration could be varied until the correct ejection of droplets was obtained. The

frequency of the ejection could be varied between approximately 100 Hz to 2.3 kHz. The

detail of the waveform setting for optimizing the jetting performance will be discussed

later.

3.6 Fabrication Steps

3.6.1 Substrate Chosen and Preparation

Before deposition, the substrate needs to clean of dirt or unwanted particles. The

substrate is pre-cleaned with acetone, followed with isopropanol rinses and blew dry with

air. It is then boiled with distilled water mix with three drops of cleaning agent D-91 for

60 minutes and followed with 60 minutes ultrasonic bath. Finally, it is rinsed with

acetone and isopropanol and air blown to dry. The substrate cleaning is an important

fabrication step, particularly for micron features fabrication, because the fabricated

resolution is not only determined by drop volume and fluidic properties such as viscosity
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and surface tension, but also by the contact of jetting fluid with the substrate. A single

particle on the surface of the substrate may affect the surface tension of the fluidic and it

tends to smear out to form a large sometimes non-uniform drop shape. The above

substrate cleaning is for polyimide or Kapton, quartz and silicon substrates only. While

for non-water proof substrate like Photo paper, soft plastic and commercial copper sheet;

the printed surface is only necessary to clean with acetone wiping and followed with

isopropanol.

3.6.2 Morphology of Deposited Fluidic

The microfluidic fabrication system permits a broad variety of fluids, either mix in the

lab or market available printable fluidic, that can be use for fabrication. To achieve

optimum jetting performance, some of the fluidic physical characteristics such like

viscosity, surface tension, low volatility, density, degassing and filtration must be within

certain specifications. Once ideal fluidic properties are met, a specific pulsed voltage

applied to nozzles through a requisite user-controlled waveform, would produce ideal

spherical droplets regardless of ink composition.

For optimize jetting, the viscosities of the fluidic must in the range of 8 to 15mPa.

The viscosity values will affect the intermolecular forces within a drop, producing a

dampened velocity thus may cause fault placement of droplet. In addition, the drop may

be held inside the nozzle even when high jetting voltage is applied. The viscosity of

fluidics can be controlled by mixing with a similar based solvent. Ideally, a viscometer

for measuring the viscosity is needed for ease in carry out the fluidic formulation.

However, without a viscometer, a trial and error method maybe used to determine the

ideal jetting performance.
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Ideal surface tension for optimize jetting is around 28 dyne/cm. Surface tension is

obviously varies for different fluidics due to their different solvent base. For example,

water based fluidics have a high surface tension compared with toluene based fluidics.

Thus water based fluidic is very often formulated with alcoholic co-solvents and/or

surfactants in order to lower surface tension for optimized jetting performance.

Different fluidics will have different output response even though the viscosity

and surface tension are the same. A study69 is carried out for three different jetting fluidic

with similar viscosities and surface tensions. The studied showed that all the fluidics have

different jetting profiles. This is perhaps due to the density of the different material.

Low volatility or stable fluidic is necessary to avoid possibility of any hazardous

damage to the fabrication system. Degassing and filtration are precaution steps to

eliminate the occurrence of gas bubbles or agglomeration of the fluidic.

Three different materials used for the fabrication of metamaterials: (a) toluene

based funetionalized-nanogold 7° purchase from Sigma-Aldrich, (b) conductive polymer,

PEDOT: PSS 71 from H. C. Starck and (c) liquid polyimide from HD MicroSystem in

conjunction with Pyralux substrate (copper clad Kapton HN).

(a) 1120 based PEDOT:PSS. The first fluidic used in the metamaterial fabrication

was commercially available water based PEDOT: PSS also called Baytron P produced by

H.C. Starck. PEDOT (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)) is a polythiophene developed at

Bayer AG in 1988 72 . It was found in 1991 that PEDOT could be doped with PSS

(poly(styrenesulfonate)). PSS is water soluble and dopes the PEDOT during

polymerisation by acting as a counter ion to the polythiophene chain resulting in a soluble

conducting polymer73
. Thus, PEDOT: PSS is a polymer mixture of two ionomers (see
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Figure 3.6) made up of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) or PEDOT and sodium

polystyrene sulfonate which is a sulfonated polystyrene. Part of the sulfonyl groups are

deprotonated and carry a negative charge. PEDOT is a conjugated polymer and carries

positive charges and is based on polythiophene. Water soluble PEDOT: PSS marketed

commercially as Baytron P which fulfilled the requirement for ease of fabrication. It

forms good films while at the same time retaining its optical transparency and high

chemical stability.

Figure 3.6 Chemical structure of PEDOT doped with PSS 7¹ .

Now, PEDOT: PSS are also soluble in other solvents such like xylene, chloroform

and isopropanol. But the water based PEDOT: PSS provides the best fabrication result in

reducing the droplet size to --1 µm due to its relatively high surface tension compare to

other solvents. Any inkjet print system, as well as microfluidic-jetted system, should be

able to deposit single droplets of such solutions reliably. That is why PEDOT:PSS has

been used in many applications, such as polymer light emitting diodes (PLEDs) 74 ,

organic transistors 75 , smart windows, electronic paper, antistatic coating, sensors,

batteries, solar cells, and others 76 ' 77 .
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Figure 3.7 Time of flight of PEDOT: PSS droplet jetting. Image taken by system built in
drop watcher camera.

(b) Dodecanethiol Functionalized Nanogold. 	 Dodecanethiol	 functionalized

nanogold (DDT-AuNPs) 78 
'

79 with particle size of 2 to 4nm purchased form Sigma-

Aldrich has resistivity as low as 10 -7 a-cm which is 4x lower then the resistivity of the

bulk gold80 .

Figure 3.8 The structure of Dodecanethiol functionalized gold nanoparticles solution.
Dodecanethiol is the polymer attach to the Au nanoparticle.

Figure 3.8 shows the Dodecanethiol functionalized gold nanoparticles solution.

The interest part of this solution is the protecting dodecanethiol (HS(CH2)nX)

monolayer. A typical dodecanethiol, allows properties such as chain length (denoted by

n) and the chemical identity of the terminal functionality (denoted by X) to be modified

either through the choice of the dodecanethiol, through ligand exchange (where one

dodecanethiol replaces another) or through chemical modification by reaction with an
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appropriate terminal group on the dodecanethiol. The dodecanethiol layer also provides

stability and isolates the nanoparticle and allowing them to be re-suspended.

The DDT-AuNPs SRR and microstrips were created on a polyimide substrate by

the generation of microdroplets using microfluidic-jetted technique which 9[¹,m nozzle

size was used. The toluene based nanogold has small viscosity and low surface tension, to

prevent it from leaking from the nozzle. A low voltage amplitude of 13 to 15V and

meniscus vacuum of 4.5 inchesH2O was applied to jetting the fluid. The waveform

setting will be discussed later. Since nanoparticles melt at low temperatures, there is great

potential for producing the samples at low processing temperature suitable for polymeric

substrate that is not stable for high temperature. An in situ "frozen" image of the droplet

is capture as shown in Figure 3.9.

400 urn

Figure 3.9 Time of flight images of single droplet DDT-AuNPs deposition. The relative
long "tailing" effect compare to PEDOT: PSS was due to its low surface tension and
viscosity.

(c) Liquid polyimide. 	 In fabricating one of the sample in this thesis, liquid

polyimide is used as a printed mask deposited on top of a conventional copper sheet.

Liquid polyimide is purchased from HD MicroSystem®. This fluidic are supplied as
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solution suitable for coating application. It can be coat into variety of metal and is inert to

etchant, thus suitable to use as masking material in this dissertation work for fabrication

of copper samples.

3.6.3 Design Layout

In order to deposit the desired structure, the design pattern must first be transferred and

loaded to the DMP system for printing. The fabrication structure is designed in the DMP

software package bitmap editor. The editor allows the user to select a desired grid

spacing between 5 to 266.5µm. The Bitmap sample layouts are shown in Figure 3.10

where in this design; a grid spacing of 5µm and 10µm are used for 80µm SRR and

180µm structures. A grid spacing of 5µm, meaning that a drop can be place as close as

5µm to an adjacent drop, adds more flexibility for pattern design.

There were three types of drop spacing setting in the 80µm SRR design: 15µm for

the upper 4 drops, 15µm for the sides and 5µm at the gap (see Figure 3.10 (a)). Drop

spacing is important factor in optimizing the resolution of the fabrication. For too narrow

drop spacing relative to its drop size, the fluidic is considered too dense and will spread

out to form a blurred structure. If the drop spacing is too broad, a gap between droplets

will form. Thus, the chosen drop spacing must be close to the individual droplet size. For

example, the droplet size of PEDOT: PSS is —18µm, so the ideal drop spacing is 15 to

20µ,m. And for the nanogold, the droplet size is —35µm, so the chosen drop spacing is 30

to 40µm.
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Figure 3.10 Shows the image of Bitmap layout of (a) 80µm lattice size SRR for PEDOT:
PSS fluidic used. The grid spacing used is 5µm and the blue dot diameter is 20µm. And,
(b) LHM with lattice size of 180µm (both SRR and rod) for DDT-AuNPs . The grid
spacing is 10µm, drop spacing is 30µm and blue dot diameter is 35µm.

When the deposited pattern is designed in Bitmap editor, the selected grid spacing

must compatible with the structure lattice size. Incorrect drop spacing relative to lattice

size will cause the drop misplace in the array. Figure 3.12 shows the 15 grid spacing used

for lattice size of 75µm, 80µm and 90µm. The drop was shifted in every third row. The

correct grid spacing used must be factor of the lattice size.

•

Figure 3.11 Bitmap layout of grid spacing of 15µm (a) 75µm (b) 80µm and (c) 90µm
lattice size SRR. Since 80 is not factor of 15, thus the image on (b) is the wrong lattice
size which causes the middle drop to be shifted in the third row array.

Before the pattern is loaded for printing, the X-start and Y-start must be carefully

set. X-start and Y-start is the position relative to the printing origin where the first drop
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place is to be placed. The X-start and Y-start selected must be compatible with the drop

spacing. For example, if 15µm drop spacing is used, the first drop must start at position

of nx15µm where n is discrete number. Figure 3.12 shows a misplaced pattern when

incorrect position is used for X- and Y- start.

Figure 3.12 Pattern with (a) correct X- and Y- starting point and (b) drop misplace due to
incorrect position of X- and Y- start on every arrays.

3.6.4 Cartridge Setting

The cartridge settings tab windows is the portion of the DMP control software where the

jetting waveform, firing voltage, number of nozzle, nozzles temperature, print height,

meniscus of drop near the nozzle, jetting frequency and cleaning cycle is set before

deposition. In microfluidic deposition, only one out of 16 nozzles is used because micron

size features require deposition drop by drop. Using more then one nozzle will cause

multiple drops to group together forming a larger drop. Thus, it is difficult to achieve a

minimally sized structure. The print height which can vary between 0.25 to 1.5mm is the

distance between nozzle and substrate. For sample fabrication in this thesis, a print height

of 0.5 to 0.6mm is used. The chosen print height is critical to fabrication resolution that

will discuss in the following section in this chapter.
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The DMP operates under negative pressure to keep the meniscus at the edge of

the nozzle. This meniscus pressure is adjusted in scale from 1 to 5 inches H20 depending

on the viscosity and surface tension of the fluid. For example, meniscus pressure for

PEDOT: PSS, DDT-AuNPs and liquid polyimide was set to 1-2, 4-4.5 and 3 inches H20,

respectively. Having incorrect settings will cause excess fluidic jetting or difficulty in

jetting. The effect might not be significant for certain fluidic such as PEDOT: PSS since

it has relatively high surface tension due to its water based solvent. However, for certain

fluidic like DDT-AuNPs, a small change of the meniscus pressure will cause huge effect

on the jetting performance.

Nozzle temperature is adjusted due to the viscosity of the fluidic used. Increasing

the nozzle temperature may cause the solvent to evaporate thus increase the viscosity of

the fluidic. For toluene based nanogold deposition, the viscosity is low, therefore, a

nozzle temperature of 29-33 °C is applied to get the desired jetting performance. PEDOT:

PSS has perfect viscosity thus 28 °C nozzle temperature is set. If platen heat is applied

while printing, heat from platen may transfer to printhead thus increase the temperature

of the nozzle. However, by setting the nozzle temperature to specific value, once the

temperature deviates from that value, a DMP printer message will notify the user of the

temperature deviation and tune back to the selected temperature before printing.

In sample fabrication here, the cleaning cycle and idle setting for deposition was

set as shown in Table 3.1. This cleaning cycle can be applied when the system starts or/

and at the end of jetting. The idle setting is the task done while the printhead is at rest to

keep the nozzle "alive". The cleaning cycle can be varied depending on the situation. For

example, longer spit time is used for miscellaneous nozzle clogging.
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Table 3.1 Cleaning Cycle and Idle  Setting for Microfluidic Deposition

3.6.5 Waveform Setting

One of the issues involved in deposition is the square waveform used to drive the

piezoelectric transducer which in turn generates pressure for ejection of each single

droplet. Each individual fluidic require its own unit waveform setting. Also, the new

waveform has to be reformed when switching from 21µm to 9µm nozzle even though the

same fluidic is used.

Waveform setting is divided into four phases. Phase 1 is the beginning of the

firing action where the fluid is pulled into the reservoir through the inlet. Phase 2 is a

drop ejection phase where the reservoir is compressed and pressure is generated to eject a

drop. Phase 3 is the recovery phase where the piezo voltage is brought back down and the

reservoir decompresses partially refilling in preparation for the next pulse. Final phase 4

reverts the diaphragm back to its natural or relaxing position. Each segment has three

properties: duration, amplitude and slew rate. The applied amplitude (voltage) and slew

rate are related to how far and how fast the silicon piezo diaphragm is bent. The duration

controls how long the silicon piezo diaphragm is maintained in that position. The

amplitude (voltage) and the first two phases have the most impact on the jetting process.

Changing the properties in these two phases will significantly effect drop formation.

Figure 3.13 (a), (b) and (c) show the waveform setting of PEDOT: PSS, DDT-AuNPs and

liquid polyimide solution, respectively.
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Figure 3.13 Waveform setting of (a) PEDOT: PSS, (b) DDT-AuNPs solution, (c) Liquid
polyimide. Vamp for PEDOT: PSS was 11-13V, DDT-AuNPs was 15-17V and liquid
polyimide was 19-21V.
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3.6.6 Curing

The DDT-AuNPs solution contains 98% of toluene leaving only 2% weight per volume

Nanogold deposited on polyimide substrate. For obtaining a highly conductive gold line,

the deposited structure is cured with heat. When heating with temperature 60-90 °C, the

dodecanethiol tail is evaporated and the nanoparticle tend to move close to each other.

While heating with 100 to 120 °C, a uniform layer of nanoparticle film is formed 80 .

Figure 3.14 Individual nanogold atom surround by Dodecanethiol ligands can be further
cure to form high conducting film at low temperature. By Nanomas technology, Inc.

When depositing materials on a heated platen, the solvent evaporates soon after

contact with substrate. The rapid solvent evaporation also eliminated humidity problems

in the fabrication environment, such as uneven wetting in response to contamination of

the samples. However, there are limitations in deposition on a heated substrate. Since the

gap between nozzles and substrate is very small (-0.6mm), this causes heat transfer and a

rise in the temperature in the nozzle. Thus, this consequently decreases both the viscosity

and surface tension of fluid and sometimes the fluidic dry and clog the nozzles due to the

solvent evaporate in the nozzle. The platen temperature is set to 30-35 °C while printing

and allowing it for 20-30 minutes to dry before next layer is printed.
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3.7 Print Quality Control and Troubleshooting

In microfluidic-jetted fabrication, reducing the dimensions of the deposited structures is

the overall aim of the investigation; the deposited droplets would have to be relatively

small. Reduction in drop size is a major topic in improving the resolution or precision of

microfluidic-jetted technique. The resolution was limited to 18µm, 25)1m and 30µm for

PEDOT: PSS, liquid polyimide and DDT-AuNPs, respectively. Thus quality control and

troubleshooting such as drop placement accuracy, alignment and overall jetting

uniformity are necessary to study in order to improve quality and to allow the technology

to expand into high resolution terahertz MTMs fabrication. A high rate of droplet

generation was not required in here. More important was the ability to deposit single

droplets on demand.

3.7.1 Droplet Ejection Accuracy

The accuracy to which a droplet can be placed on a substrate is dependant on several

factors include jetting straightness and printhead-to-stage alignment. When the

piezoelectric actuator generates a pressure in the ink within the print nozzle, the ink is

driven out of the nozzle, forming a single droplet. This droplet then falls to impact with

the substrate. The critical issue involved is the deviation of droplet placement on the

substrate is due to the misdirected or unstraightness of droplet jetting.

Misdirected drop refers to drops that are traveling off the straight axis forming a

deviated angle from axis. Figure 3.15 shows an image of a jetting droplet that is off axis

captured using the drop watcher camera. Misdirected droplets may due to several issues:

the primary causes are contamination on the nozzle plate and imperfectness or damage of

nozzle. Contamination refers to debris or air bubbles that form near the nozzle that
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partially clogs of the nozzle and force the drop to eject at a deviated angle. Figure 3.16

shows the images captured by built-in Fiducial camera, as well as the deposited result of

misdirected droplets (Figure 3.16 (a)) compare to perfect jetting result (Figure 3.16 (b)).

To avoid the misdirect jetting, the cleaning process is set for the nozzle so that it

splits to remove any agglomerated particles that block the nozzles and blot in the clean

pad. Micro filters of 0.2-0.45µm are used before filling the reservoir with ink to ensure

the agglomerated particle and air bubble is filtered. Ultrasonic is an essential procedure to

remove the agglomerated particle and micro-bubbles before the microfluidic is used for

deposition.

Figure 3.15 The bended droplet jetting (left) leaded to the angular deviation of droplet
placement and the straight droplet jetting (right).

Figure 3.16 The DDT-AuNPs deposited dots with 35µm drop diameter on Kodak
EasyShare photo paper. Sample printed with (a) straight jetting droplet (b) unstraight
jetting droplet.
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Imperfections of the nozzle due to its manufacture, similar to the nozzle

contamination, will misdirect the droplets to form and cause angular deviation. Figure

3.17 shows a "Kirk" in the side of the nozzle which affects the jetting straightness.

Replacement of the nozzle is necessary for this issue. The other reason is due to the

solvents or fluidic used that may corrode the nozzle. For example, a polystyrene sulfonic

acid (PSS) of Baytron P (PEDOT: PSS) has a pH value 1.5 and could corrode metallic

components potentially destroying the printhead, thus causing the unstraightness of

droplet jetting. Figure 3.17 shows the etched nozzle by PEDOT: PSS. To solve this issue,

an alternate material such as silicon8¹ is used to replace the nickel plate nozzle.

Figure 3.17 Close up view of 21µm diameter nozzle etched by PEDOT: PSS 82 .

Reduction of the distance between the nozzle and substrate may minimize the

drop placement error caused by a misdirect droplet. Figure 3.19 illustrated the deviation

angle, 0, of droplet due to the misdirected jetting and formation of a placement error,

edrop_placement, on substrate. The relation of drop placement error, print height, h and

deviation angle from axis is
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Since drop placement error is proportional to the print height, the reduction of nozzle to

substrate position will reduce the drop placement error. However, the minimum print

height that can reach in sample fabrication here is 0.45mm. Print height smaller then

0.45mm may cause scratching of the deposited sample by the printhead.

Figure 3.18 The jetting droplet from a nozzle (a) perfectly straight, (b) drop displacement
error due to deviation of the jetting and (c) reduction of the displacement error by
reducing the print height.

3.7.2 Cartridge Alignment

Machine and staging error may also contribute to the drop placement error. Therefore,

proper alignment is needed before the deposition. Alignment of the print cartridge is the

most often missed contributor to print quality. This is because DMP software relies on

the user to manually rotate the angle of the printhead to match the drop spacing used in

deposition. Failure to adjust this angle accurately will result in gaps between drops or

overlapping of drops as shown in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19 Image taken by built-in Fudicial camera shows the placement error of 4 Dots
(upper) and 140µm SRR (bottom) due to the incorrect cartridge angle setting. Image with
(a) correct angle (b) angle deviated of (b) —0.5 ° and (c) —1 ° from the correct angle is
shown.

Sometime, the staging error may occur due to the mechanical stepping motor fail

to send the stage back to its zero position. This caused the failure of the second deposited

layer to be placed on top of the first layer as shown in sample of Figure 3.20. In order to

ensure that the second layer is aligned to the first layer, with the substrate never removed

from the platen, drop offset routine will need to be run. Thus, droplets can be accurately

aligned with respect to each other with no optical system required. If the substrate is

moved with respect to the stage then a marker is needed for the aligning purpose.
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Figure 3.20 Sample with first, second and third layer fail to deposit on top of each other 
due to the staging error. 

3.7.3 Angle Calibration 

The difference between the microfludic-jetted technique from the typical ink-jetted 

technique is the use of 9flm instead of 21.5flm nozzle diameter. To switch from this 9flm 

nozzle diameter, the angle of the cartridge due to the selected grid spacing needs to be 

recalibrated. Figure 3.21(a) illustrated the nozzles in 21.5flm (red circle) and 9flm (blue 

circle) diameter. The nozzle spacing between the 21.5flm is 254flm whereas for the 9flm 

nozzle, the spacing is 266.5flm. When the cartridge tilted, the nozzles are also tilted in the 

same amount since they are parallel to each other. Figure 3.23 (b) shows the orientation 

of tilted cartridge angle e and grid spacing d. where e is obtain from simple trigonometry 

calculation, 

d 
cos8=-

SN 
(3.2) 

where SN is nozzle spacing. Figure 3.22 showed the plot of cartridge angle setting due to 

selected grip spacing for 2 1. 5 flm and 9flm nozzle. 
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Figure 3.21 Diagram of nozzle (a) red circle indicate 21.511m nozzle with 25411m spacing
and blue circle is 9µm nozzle with (254+21.5-9)w spacing. (b) Cartridge angle tilted to
provide drop spacing accuracy.

Figure 3.22 Plot for calculated cartridge setting angle versus deposited drop spacing for
21.5µm and 9µm nozzle size.

Figure 3.23 The plot of offset which is the angular difference between the 21.5µm and
9µm nozzles. It is increases for larger grid spacing.
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3.7.4 Distance between Nozzles and Substrate

When the droplet is jetted from the nozzle, it falls through a distance, h, before hitting the

surface of the substrate. The impact of the droplet on the substrate is proportional to the

distance, h. since this impact is directly related to the size of deposited droplet, thus it

effects the deposition resolution. Figure 3.24 showed the drop diameter as a function of

printing gap between nozzles and substrate. This data is taken from PEDOT: PSS

deposition using 21µm nozzle diameter. The same trend would be expected if the 9µm

nozzle were used. The drop deposited below a print height of 0.4mm was unable to be

defined because the nozzle was too closed to the substrate and damage the sample. For

the print height above 1.2mm, the drop diameter saturated because the minimum drop

volume has formed. In addition, as mention in Subsection 3.7.1, the reduction of print

height will also reduce the placement error.

Figure 3.24 Drop diameter versus distance between nozzle and substrate. Data obtained
from PEDOT: PSS deposition using 21µm nozzle diameter.
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3.7.5 Jetting Condition Variation due to Substrate Heating

When the substrate is heated during deposition, the jetting velocity changes due to heat

transfer from the heated substrate to the printhead thus raise the temperature of the nozzle

and fluid nearby the nozzle. This temperature rise causes the solvent of the fluidic to

evaporate and thus increases the viscosity and surface tension of the fluid near the nozzle.

Since the velocity is inversely proportional to the viscosity and surface tension, the

ejecting droplet velocity decreases dramatically.

In the case of toluene based fluidic such as DDT-AuNPs, a small raise in

temperature would significantly affect the viscosity and surface tension due to the low

evaporation temperature of the toluene. Study has elaborated that the 50°C temperature

rise from room temperature decreases the viscosity and surface tension by approximately

40% and 10%, respectively, while the ejecting velocity increases about 3-5 times8³ . The

increment in the gap distance between the nozzle and the substrate will minimize the rise

of temperature at the nozzle. However, the impact velocity of the droplet also decreases

and good control on droplet placement cannot be guaranteed, as discuss in Subsection

3.7.1 and 3.7.4.

3.7.6 Incorrect Waveform

When firing a droplet, the drop train tends to break up before it completely leaves the

nozzle and form a meniscus of wetted ink over the face of the nozzle. This is because of

the pressure applied to the piezo transducer not having enough energy to push the fluid

completely out of the nozzle. This leaves the bulk of the ink within the nozzle and effect

the jetting performance of next drop. Another problem is the tail of the droplet breaking

up, forming a secondary satellite droplet as shown in Figure 3.25 (b). This satellite then
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travels in a slightly different direction and speed which is undesirable for the microfludic-

jetting technique. Figure 3.25 (c) showed the Fiducial image of the deposition result from

the split droplet. The satellite form a secondary small dot next the main drop. To

eliminate the satellite, careful manipulation of the jetting waveforms allows satellite

droplets to catch up with the main droplet and be reabsorbed to form a single droplet.

( a ) 	 (b)	 (c)

Figure 3.25 Image taken by built-in camera of the deposition system shows the droplet
with (a) perfect drop and (b) split of droplet due to the incorrect waveform setting. (c)
Image of the deposition result from the split droplet which a secondary small dot is
formed next to the main drop.

3.7.7 Non-firing Nozzles

A non-firing nozzle is a nozzle that does not eject a drop under any condition while other

adjacent nozzles are firing properly. There are usually only two causes. The first reason is

the fluidic dried out near the nozzle and block the fluidic from jetting. The second reason

is that the occurrence of debris or air bubble that entirely blocks the nozzle. A fresh

cleaning pad is critical to the head performance. If pulsations of the meniscus are

observed under drop watcher, then there is a trapped bubble inside the nozzle. To remove

the trapped bubble, a purge cycle of 0.5-1.0s may help. If there are no visible pulsations

of the meniscus then the nozzle is likely plugged or fluid has not reached the nozzles.
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Applying an appropriate solvent to the nozzle plate may dissolve dried jetting fluid. If the

nozzle has clogged with foreign debris then the advanced features of the "Cartridge

Settings" will be needed.

Another issue is the drying of the ink solvent in the nozzle of the printhead when

the jetting work is stopped for certain amount of time. To avoid this, the tickle mode is

set in term of frequency for exercising the pumping chamber at low amplitude to

rhythmically pulsates the nozzle exit meniscus to keep the nozzle wet. This may be

sufficient to keep nozzles "alive" for lower volatility fluids as an alternative to spitting.

Other alternative way is set the nozzle to "breath" at its end of printing state. For example

the nozzle is set to split for 0.5s in every 2s during its rest time.

Another reason of nozzle clogging is due to high nozzles temperature that cause

solvent evaporates leaving the particle to clog the nozzle. In addition, printing and

heating the sample at the same time may also cause nozzles to be clogged, since the heat

is transferred from platen to the printhead. Therefore, a low temperature is used for

curing the sample while printing or curing the sample after printing is an appropriate

precaution.

3.7.8 Other Effects

Humidity is a serious issue for microfluidic deposition. The solvent of the fluidic may

absorb water vapor near the nozzle. Excessive water will add to the drop and change the

viscosity and surface tension thus affect the jetting performance. This problem usually

occurs during summer. A dehumidifier is used to solve this problem.

The choice of solvent and substrate are also affect the deposition resolution. As

mention in previous section, water based fluidic possess high surface tension thus
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forming a small curvature droplet that reduces the diameter of droplet. Toluene based

fluidics have low surface tension that tend to smear out and form the larger droplet. The

same approach applied to the influence of substrate on drop spread is illustrated in Figure

3.26. Polyimide has extremely smooth and high surface energy that force the droplet to

form its maximum surface tension that holds maximum curvature.

Figure 3.26 Illustrate of the influence of surface tension of the fluidic used to deposit on
the substrate. The fluidic used on (a) is PEDOT: PSS and (b) is DDT-AuNPs which have
larger deposited drop diameter dD .

In addition, the surface of substrate is required to be as clean as possible. Since

the structure is in micron size, existing dust (Figure 3.27) will affect the deposited

pattern. Therefore, for micro-structure deposition, a clean environment is a needed. When

an air bubble and debris present in the nozzle, other then non-firing nozzle and misdirect

nozzle, the ejecting drop or more specifically the ligament extension will appear to

"swirl" as the drop is being ejected.
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Figure 3.27 Influence of dust on the deposit sample.

3.8 Fabrication Result

The terahertz sensitive MTMs are successfully fabricated using the

microfluidic-jetted technique. The fabrication result consists of 2D and 3D MTMs at various ranges

for further testing.

Figure 3.28 showed the 3D LH MTMs with a lattice size of 200µm. Figure 3.28

(a) is individual images of the deposit SRR and microstrips of the 3D LH MTMs. This

3D structure consists of alternative stacking of SRR and microstrips sheet as illustrate in

Figure 3.28 (b). The based sheet is polyimide substrate with SRR structure deposited in 3

layers of DDT-AuNPs. The DDT-AuNPs was deposit under 13 to 15V cartridge voltage

and 4 to 4.5 inch H2O meniscus pressure with the jetting waveform set to as shown in

Figure 3.13 (b). During the deposition, the nozzle temperature was set to 28 °C and platen

temperature is set to 30 °C. Each deposited layer was leaved heated in 60°C for 30min

before second layer of DDT-AuNPs was deposited on top of first layer. Three layers of

DDT-AuNPs were deposited on each sheet substrate. After three DDT-AuNPs layers
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were printed on the sheet, the substrate was continually heat over night for 60°C. Even 

thought the curing for DDT-AuNPs is about lOO-120°C, however heating with 60°C in a 

long period was enough for removing the dodecanethiol tail and formed a thin shining 

gold layer. Then second sheet is then stack on top of the deposited sheet and the 

microstrips is deposited on the second sheet. The material use for second sheet was self 

adhesive polymer cleaned with acetone. DDT-AuNPs was perfectly deposited on this 

material. The same deposited setting and curing method is applied. The final fabrication 

product is up to six stacking sheets which is total of three sets of LH MTMs. 

Stacking layers 

"'''''"rYlll''' substrate 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.28 (a) Fabricated result ofSRR (up) and rod (bottom) and (b) illustration of 3D 
LH MTMs with structural size ofp=180J.!m deposited on 54J.!m thick polyimide substrate 
and ~43 J.!m thick adhesive clear polymer as the stacking layers. 

The thickness of one DDT-AuNPs layer is theoretically estimated by the solid 

contain of the remaining atomic molecular mass of the fluidic. The volume of the 

deposited drop VD can be calculated from 
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(3.3)

where dD is diameter of deposited drop on substrate and t is thickness of the deposited

drop. A single droplet volume can be obtained from relation of mass, volume and density.

To do this, at least 1000 drops are jetted into the drop holder next to the drop watcher

camera and the net weight is measured. But since the fluidic is expensive and the fast

evaporated rate of fluidic solvent might contribute to huge percentage of uncertainty, thus

there is no exact measure of the droplet volume could be made. Alternatively, the drop

volume is possible to calculate form Equation 3.4 by estimated the drop diameter from

drop image captured by drop watcher.

where VV is the jetting drop volume and dJ  is the diameter of the jetting droplet. Obtained

from drop image, the drop diameter is approximately 15+1µm and the drop volume is

approximately 1.76pL. Since the image capture is not in high resolution, an uncertainty

of ±1µm is estimated which contributed to —18% of error.

The jetting drop volume and deposited drop volume should be equal. VJ= VD.

Then the thickness of the deposited drop is

The deposited drop of DDT-AuNPs measured under microscope is 30µm. Thus, the

thickness of the deposited drop is 2.482µm. For solid content of the DDT-AuNPs of 2%
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weight per volume, the remaining thickness of the each deposited DDT-AuNPs layer is

49.65nm.

Figure 3.29 shows the 2D 80µm lattice size SRR and 80µm lattice size single-dot

deposited with PEDOT: PSS on 10mil (127µm) and 4mil (51m) polyimide substrate.

The voltage used for deposition was 11-12V and the jetting waveform used was as shown

in Figure 3.13 (a). The nozzle temperature and meniscus pressure was set to 28-30 °C and

2-2.5 inches H 20, respectively. The drop spacing use for this deposition was 10µm and

the deposited drop diameter is approximately 18µm. The sample was heated at

temperature of 30 °C during deposition and left to dry in the same temperature for 30

minutes before the second layer was deposited on top of the first layer. There is total of

two layers of PEDOT: PSS deposited for both SRR and single-dot.

Figure 3.29 2D MTMs deposited using PEDOT: PSS. (a) 80µm lattice size of SRR on
127µm thick polyimide substrate. (b) 80µm single-dot on 4mil polyimide. Image was
taken by bright field microscope with 20x magnification.

Similar to the thickness calculation for DDT-AuNPs, and the jetting drop

diameter measured was 12.5µm on average. Therefore, the calculated thickness is

approximately 4µm for each layer. There is 20% weight of PEDOT: PSS in the solution,

thus the thickness of one layer of PEDOT: PSS is 0.81.1m.
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As seen in the figure, the result samples fabricated with this method is not in

perfect shape because of the fact that is over etching of the copper from the side of the

mask. The deposited polyimide structure of SRR has dimension of (140x120) µm and the

width of the structure is approximately 3511m but after the sample etch, the dimension

and width have reduced to approximately (120x100) µm and 23m, respectively. There

is an average of —19% of over etched contributed in this method. However, due to the

better material thickness of the structure, the conductivity of the sample is promising.



CHAPTER 4

CHARACTERIZATION

4.1 Terahertz Time Domain Spectroscopy

THz spectroscopy covers the frequencies from 0.3 to 20THz or wave numbers from 10 to

600cm-¹ . However, most of the work being done is in between 0.1 and 3THz where 1 THz

is equivalent to 300µm wavelength, 0.004eV photon energy, or 33.33cm -¹

(wavenumbers). One advantage of THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is that the

transient electric field is measured instead of its intensity. This determines the amplitude

and phase of the spectral components that make up the pulse. The amplitude and phase

can be directly related to the absorption coefficient and index of refraction of the

measured sample. Thus, the complex-valued permittivity of the sample can be obtained

without carrying out the Kramers-Kronig analysis. Terahertz spectroscopy is widely used

to characterize most dry, nonmetallic and nonpolar objects like paper, plastics, and

organic substances 84 ' 85 . Polar liquids such as water strongly absorb in this frequency

region86 . In the gas phase, most polar molecules have very sharp and strong absorption

lines in this frequency range, which reflect the unique rotational or vibrational spectra of

the absorbing species 87 .

4.1.1 THz Pulses Generation

THz pulses can be generated by many methods. A typical method for time domain

spectroscopy relies on a broadband short-pulse terahertz source consisting of a split

antenna which is basically a metal transmission line structure deposited on LTG-GaAs or

other semiconductor substrate to create a switch (see Figure 4.1). This method was

74
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pioneered by Auston 88 and later developed into free-space THz spectrometer by

Grischkowsky89 . An AC and DC bias is placed across the antenna to accelerate electron-

hole pairs. When the visible laser pulse with energy above the semiconductor bandgap

hits the biased gap of the semiconductor, electrons carriers are excited in to the

conduction bands, and the resulting current in the antenna produces a terahertz

electromagnetic wave. This radiation is collected and collimated with an appropriate

optical system to produce a beam.

The generated rate of these free-carriers or electron-hole pairs is proportional to

the intensity profile of the incident laser pulse and external bias. The photogenerated

carriers then recombine, and the current in the dipole returns to its initial value. This

whole process repeats with the arrival of the next optical pulse.

The details of the spectrum can vary significantly depend on the design of the

switch and pump-laser power, pulse width, and configuration. Many emitter antenna

geometries other than the Auston switch have been evaluated during the last decade.

Examples are the bowtie antenna, interdigitated structures, spiral antennas or more

sophisticated designs derived from microwave theory. In the experiment here, a bowtie

antenna is used in the THz-TDS.

Figure 4.1 (a) Typical diagram and (b) terahertz radiation of bowtie antenna.
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4.1.2 THz Pulses Detection

There are two methods for THz pulses detection: electro-optic detection and the

photoconductive detection. Electro-optic detection is based on the change in the

birefringence of a crystal, (usually ZnTe crystals are used,) in an external electric field.

The THz pulse is used as the external electric field while the polarization rotation is

measured by passing a linearly polarized sub-picosecond optical pulse collinear with the

THz pulse. To measure the small electro-optic effect it is necessary that the optical pulse

and the THz pulse are spatially and temporally coincident at the detector. The change in

polarization is detected using a polarizing beam splitter and two balanced photo diodes.

Photoconductive detection is the method use for THz-TDS here. The principle of

the photoconductive method is very similar but reverse to the generation discussed in

Section 4.1. THz radiation propagate from free space is focused with an attached lens and

illuminates the photoconductive switch. The electric field of the focused terahertz

radiation induces a transient bias voltage across the antenna gap. This produces a

measurable average current of the order of several hundred pico-amperes up to tens of

nano-amperes and is obtained by measurement of the collected charge versus the time

delay between the terahertz pulse and an optical pulse which synchronously gates the

receiver. This receiving antenna is directly connected to a low-noise current amplifier.

4.2 Basic Analysis

In a THz-TDS a signal is proportional to the electric field of the THz pulse E(t).

To extract the frequency information, Fourier transform is used for the conversion. Thus,
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(4.2)

(4.3)

and this complex expressed can be written as,

where, A(w) is the magnitude and φ(ω) is phase of the wave. This states that the spectrum

obtained by THz-TDS technique has the advantage of providing phase as well as

amplitude information of the propagating pulse. The complex index of the media is given

by:

(4.4)

where n is the real index of refraction and k is imaginary part which relate to absorption,

a, of the media.

(4.5)

Thus, the THz E-field is modified after traveling a distance, d, through the dispersive

medium, which is

(4.6)

In a spectroscopic experiment, two traces of propagating pulse are recorded:

through the sample, Es and a reference pulse, Er with the sample removed. The ratio of

the Fourier transforms is a complex number that we can write as

(4.7)

where R(ω) is ratio of Ado)) and 240 and AO is different between Os and 4.
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From these data, information about the sample, usually absorption and the real index of

refraction n, is possible to extract. A model of the sample under study is typically

required to extract the optical parameters. The model might include, for example the

thicknesses and optical constants of various layers within the sample. For a simple

model, the absorption and refractive index can be approximately as

(4.8)

(4.9)

where T = I Es I is the electric field transmission referenced to THz spectra with the
1E11

sample removed. 1E5 1 and lErI are the magnitudes of the THz electric fields for the sample

and reference, respectively. For this simplified model, the absorbance is just simply equal

to -ln(T). ns (co) and nR (CO are real part of refractive index of sample and reference. Here

the reference is the polyimide substrate with the refractive index of 1.8. d is the effective

thickness of the sample.

4.2.1 Phase Unwrapping

In signal processing, when the phase is not constrained to an interval of —7C to it or 0 to 2n

due to the periodicity of the arctan function, it is called an "unwrapped" phase. In

working with phase delay, it is often necessary to "unwrap" the phase response. Phase

unwrapping ensures that all appropriate multiples of 2n have been included in phase

response. Phase unwrapping can be done by implementing a numerical algorithm for

phase unwrapping. The Labview program has this phase unwrap function under spectral

measurement package which implements a numerical algorithm for phase unwrapping.
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4.2.2 FFT and Aliasing

To obtain the Fourier ratio from the experiment, the signal at the detector is measured.

One sample of data at each position of the delay stage is record and there are N samples

in total. This gives discretely sampled signal in time interval At.

The reciprocal of the time interval At is called the sampling rate. And it relate to a special

frequency called Nyquist critical frequency which is

The sampling theorem states that if a continuous function E(t) that is sampled at

an interval At, is known to be bandwidth limited to frequencies smaller than fc then it is

completely determined by it's samples E',,,. Any frequency component outside the

frequency range (-fc; fc) is aliased (falsely translated) into that range. Aliasing refers to

an effect that causes different continuous signals to become indistinguishable when

sampled.

4.2.3 Spectra Resolution

Frequency resolution is the minimum frequency difference between two sinusoids which

allows resolving two distinct peaks in the spectrum. The frequency resolution is

determined by the total Scanning length or duration of the signal for the FFT spectrum.

The Afbetween two neighboring points is
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where c is speed of light and / is the scanning length. The resolution can in principle be

improved by increasing the scanning length.

4.2.4 Dynamic Range

Dynamic range is the signal range above the noise floor in the spectrum. In Figure 4.2

(b), the dynamic range is up to 1.5THz. A flat portion of the spectra above —1.5THz

represents the noise floor of the T-ray 2000 system. In practice, the dynamic range limits

the maximal magnitude of the absorption coefficient that can be observed towards higher

frequencies. For samples whose absorption rises with growing frequencies, this effect can

lead to a roll-off in apparent absorption which can easily be confused with an absorption

peak.

Figure 4.2 (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain data of polyimide substrate (blue)
as reference signal and copper SRR 0=0 0 (orange).

4.3 Uncertainty in THz-TDS

This section lists the major experimental errors in THz-TDS and methods of quantifying

the errors.
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4.3.1 Noise

Noise in the THz-TDS system can be defmed as a background or white noise due to

instruments and a systematic noise due to the optical pulses from the transmitter and

receiver. The dipole antenna is extremely sensitive to charge: a small static spark will

damage the source. Therefore, a ground discharge wrist band should wear when touches

the transmitter and receiver. The noise will become very large compared to the other

noise sources if the antennas are damaged.

In addition, every electric device has 60Hz noise from the power line. The

photoconductive THz switch also has 60Hz noise due to the sensitive of photoconductive

switch to the room lights. This problem can be reduced by turning off the room light or

blocking the room light from the receiver chip.

The stability of optical pulses generated through the Ti: Sapphire laser varies over

time. These effects become important when performing measurements that require long

time intervals. For better noise reduction, more signal averaging is applied in data

acquisition.

4.3.2 Alignment Error

In the THz-TDS system where photoconductive technique is used, the alignment and

focusing of the femtosecond laser becomes very important where the laser is needed to

focus into a gap between two gold conductors on a LT-GaAs. The detection mechanism

is most efficient if the laser focus spot size matches the gap.

In addition, the free space transmitter and receiver alignment is important for

broaden the dynamic range of the system. With proper align in the THz-TDS system, the

bandwidth can expend to 2.3THz. Also, a narrow time window allows for the detection of
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broad spectral peaks and can also be used to eliminate the Fabry-Perot type interference

effects that can be incurred from multiple reflections as the pulse propagates through the

sample.

4.3.3 Water Vapor

Interaction with ambient water vapor in the air becomes a significant factor in signal

quality when THz beam propagates in free space. The propagation of THz beams through

water vapor was already discussed in previous papers 90 . Like other spectroscopy systems,

to generate a clean output spectrum, the THz system can be located in the airtight dry box

free from humidity.

4.4 Experimental Setup

A T-ray 2000 Spectroscopy system (Picometrix, Inc) is used in the transmission mode as

shown in Figure 4.3 to measure the THz time-domain waveform. A modelocked Ti:

sapphire laser provides 80fs pulses with wavelength of 780nm at a repetition rate of about

80MHz. The pulse beam is directed into grating dispersion compensator which adds

negative dispersion to the pulses to compensate for the dispersion of the light pulses as

they travel through the optical fibers. A THz pulse is generated by illuminating a biased

photoconductive switch with the optical pulses. As elaborate in the section above, the

switch is a miniaturized bowtie antenna structure (gold) fabricated on top of low-

temperature grown GaAs which acts as a fast photoconductor. When the biased

photoconductor is illuminated, a surge of current radiates a THz pulse. The pulse is

collimated by a set of silicon lenses in the transmitter module. The THz waveform is

detected by a second photoconductive switch.
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In the detector, the incoming THz electric field acts as an electronic bias. When

the photoconductive switch is activated by an optical pulse, a small current is generated

that is proportional to the instantaneous value of the THz electric field. The full THz

time-domain waveform  is recorded by varying the time delay between the generating and

detecting optical pulses from the Ti: Sapphire laser. This is usually done with a retro

reflector mounted on a delay stage inside the control unit.

Figure 4.3 T-ray 2000 setup.

Figure 4.4 Orientation of the sample relative to the incident wave propagation (a) case 1
where the E-field is perpendicular to the open gap of SRR and (b) case 2 is where the E-
field is parallel to the open gap of SRR.
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The sample is placed in between the terahertz transmitter and detector in two

orientations: case 1, the SRR gap is parallel to the E-field and case 2, the SRR gap is

perpendicular to the E-field (see Figure 4.3). The THz time domain waveforms are

acquired by recording the THz transmitted pulse at each sample orientation. Spectral

information as a function of frequency, both phase and amplitude is acquired through a

Fourier transform of the time-domain data.

4.5 Characterization Result and Discussion

The samples characterized using THz-TDS were PEDOT: PSS SRR p=80µm, 3D DDT-

AuNPs LHM p=180x180x52µm, copper SRR, copper microstrips and 3D copper LHM

p=180x180x55µm fabricated using microfludic-jetted method discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 4.5 shows the result for DEPOT: PSS SRR. Although the PEDOT: PSS

fluidic provides smaller drop size for high resolution fabrication, the conductivity of

PEDOT: PSS is very low. Thus in Figure 4.5, there is no significant peak observed in the

characterized result. Minor distinguishable peaks have observed at around 0.28 and 0.43

THz as compare the result for case 1 and case 2. But since the amplitude different small

and the noise is relatively high due to internal reflection of 127µm polyimide substrate,

the result is nebulous just by observing the experimental result. Later, to be confirmed in

chapter 5, a simulation peak is actually occurred at 0.4 THz for conductivity above 3x10 7

S/m. In addition, THz-TDS does not provide time-resolved dynamical information of

PEDOT: PSS. In order to measure the transient electron, a pump probe laser is added to

activate the electron-hole pair generation of the PEDOT: PSS bandgap and this

discussion is included in the future work.
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Figure 4.5 Data measured for SRR of lattice size, p=80µm fabricated with PEDOT: PSS
on 127µm polyimide substrate. Incident THz wave is propagated perpendicular to the
sample plane and sample is oriented in case 1 (blue) and case 2 (orange).

Figure 4.6 shows the result of the sample measured when the THz wave incident

normal to the sample plane or xy-plane. The sample is oriented in case 1 or 0 ° , 30° , 60°

and case 2 and 90 ° . This structure is shown to support a frequency band of 0.15THz for

case 2 structure orientation.

Theoretically, electromagnetic waves can couple with SRR and microstrips to

produce electromagnetic responses if either the E-vector or H-vector has a component

normal to the plane of structure. In the experiment, both the E vector and H vector of the

wave are parallel to the plane of the sample which indicates that there would be no

induced magnetic resonance. However, this is not always the case 9¹ ; electric coupling to

the magnetic resonance should also exist in the SRR. As for case 2; the electric field

vector of the terahertz wave is parallel to the gap of SRR, which breaks the symmetry of

the electric field configuration on both sides of the SRR. This consequently generates a

circular current inside the SRR leading to the magnetic resonance of the structure.

Therefore, the absorbance peak in case 2 at about 0.15THz can be interpreted as a
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magneto-dipole resonance, for which the energy totally comes from the electric

component of the terahertz wave without the influence of the magnetic component. For

case 1, where the electric field vector is perpendicular to the gap of SRR, it will only

generate current flowing left and right, instead of inducing a circular current, inside the

SRR. Thus, there is no magneto-dipole resonance in case 1. Also, since there is no

significant peak observed for case l, this suggests that there is no electric response from

microstrips. This perhaps is due to the limitation of sample thickness that results in high

resistivity.

Figure 4.6 Experimental result of 3D DDT-AuNPs LHM with incident wave
perpendicular to the sample plane or xy-plane.

Figure 4.7 shows the data obtain from the same sample but this time the angle was

rotated in yz-plane where the H-field vector have component in z- direction that induces a

circular currents in the SRR resulting magnetic resonance. As shown in the experiment

result, magnetic resonance is observed at 0.18 THz which matches with the result of

Figure 4.6. However, the resonance peak is very weak and also the Fabry-Parot

interference due to the total internal reflection of stacking layers is obviously observed
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for large (p. Also a sharp peak at 0.55THz in both case 1 (Figure 4.7 (a)) and case 2

(Figure 4.7 (b)) is believed that are signatures of water vapor. In Figure 4.6, exhibit

minimum absorbance for case 1 and maximum absorbance for case 2 at 0.15THz. This is

equivalent to y=0° of case 1 and case 2 of Figure 4.7, respectively. However, the

absorbance amplitude of case 2 y=0 ° in Figure 4.7 is much lower then case 2 of Figure

4.6. This probably because of the oxidation of nanogold layers since the data was

measured after few weeks from the previous experiment.

Figure 4.7 Measured data of 3D DDT-AuN Ps LHM with angle (p rotate in yz-plane.
Sample oriented in (a) case 1 and (b) case 2.

In addition, the sample was investigated in varying angle 7 of xz-plane. Figure 4.8

shows the result of the experiment for angle y rotate from 5 ° to 40° . The sample

orientation is 0 ° (case l), 45 0 and 90° (case 2). In the experiment result, there is no

distinguished peak observed. But there is a change in absorbance amplitude for the

sample oriented in 45 ° and 90° while 0° remain in the lowest absorbance. This is because

when the sample rotates in angle (p or y, the lattice dimension relative to the incident

wave is varied. By employing the effective-medium theory, the change of the lattice

dimension due to the incident wave would affect the macroscopic effective properties.
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Figure 4.8 The results of 3D LHM measured with sample rotate in xz-plane, 7-0 ° to 40°
and sample oriented in case 1 or 0 0 (blue), 45 ° (orange) and case 2 or 90 ° (green).
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Figure 4.9 shows the data obtain from the copper sample both SRR and break-

microstrips when the incident wave is perpendicular to the sample plane. The data is

measured with sample orientated from 0=0 0 (case 1) to 90° (case 2) in the x- and y- plane.

Figure 4.9 (a) shows the absorbance spectra of SRR. There are two absorbance maxima

in the spectra, one located at 0.42THz and the other located at 0.98THz. For case 1, the

absorbance maximum is observed at 0.98THz only. While for case 2, a major peak is

observed at 0.43THz and a secondary minor peak is at 0.98THz. The different angular

dependences of the two absorbance peak suggested that the SRR should act not only as a

magnetic dipole, but also as an electric dipole as discussed in detail by Marques et al.9²

and Chen et al.,9³. So the first resonance comes from the magnetic response, and the

second resonance comes from electric response which is known as a plasmonic

resonance.

In Figure 4.9 (b) shows the angular dependence of SRR. The blue and green

curves indicate the amplitude of the absorbance at 0.43THz and 0.98THz, respectively.

These responses are expected to form sine or cosine function as angle rotate in cycle. But

in the experiment result, exhibit deviation from simple sine/ cosine function. This maybe

explains by the possibility of imperfections in fabricated sample. The changes of the

absorbance amplitude relative to the rotated angle in sample plane are due to the fact that

E-vector and the SRR gap were changed from parallel to perpendicular.

Figure 4.9 (c) and (d) shows the absorbance spectra and angular dependent of

microstrips which indicate a significant absorbance peak at 0.69THz for 0 ° where the

strips parallel to E-field. As discussed by J.Brown, the microstrips have only electric

response due to its symmetry nature.
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Figure 4.9 Measured data with THz signal propagated into the plane of sample (a) SRR
(c) microstrips. Sample is rotated in xy-plane (sample plane) from 0 ° (blue), 30 ° (orange),
60° (purple) and 90 ° (green). The amplitude of the peak due to its rotation angle for (b)
SRR at peak 0.43THz (green) and 0.95THz (blue) and (d) microstrips at peak 0.69THz.

Figure 4.10 shows the experiment result of copper SRR measured with sample

orientation of case 1 (Figure 4.10 (a)) and case 2 (Figure 4.10 (b)). At each cases, the

sample is rotated in yz-plane with angle (p. For (p=0 ° in case 1 and case 2, the results

indicate a perfect match with Figure 4.9 (a) 0=0 ° and 90° , respectively. For higher φ, the

results exhibit obviously shifted of the peak frequency for sample oriented in case 1 but

not in case 2. Also in case l, the secondary peak at lower frequency is observed for y

other then 0° showing that is a secondary resonance occurs owing to the z-component of

magnetic coupling in the sample plane where y is not 0. In case 1, E-field vector induced
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back and forth current at each side of SRR, this current would react with H-field vector

component and form a secondary resonance. While in case 2, the induced current is in

circular form circulating SRR and this would only add amplitude to the resonance along

with H-field component added. However, the shifted of peak frequency in case 1 is not

linearly depend on 0. The reason of this phenomenon is unclear. A similar explanation

can be applied to microstrips result shown in Figure 4.11 (a). And for case 2 (Figure 4.11

(b)), there is no electromagnetic response occurred.

Figure 4.10 Measured data of SRR,p=180µm, with varying angle in yz-plane. Data
measured in two cases which are (a) case 1 (b) case 2 as shown in Figure 4.4.

(a)	 (b)
Figure 4.11 Measured data of micro-strip with varying angle in yz-plane. Data measured
in two cases (a) trip orientation parallel to E-field (b) strip perpendicular to E-field.
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Figure 4.12 shows the absorbance peak of copper LHM. It obviously shows that

the results of LHM exhibit the combination results of individual copper SRR and

microstrips (see Figure 4.9). The first and third absorbance peak located at 0.43THz and

around 0.98THz, respectively, are consequence from electric coupling magnetic response

of SRR structure. The second absorbance peak located at 0.69THz is result from

electrical response of microstrips. The major distinguishable phenomenon from results of

LHM and individual SRR/ microstrips is the shifting of the second and the third

absorbance peak. The third absorbance peak shift to higher frequency for larger 0 . The

only reason that may explains this phenomenon is the human error in alignment sample to

the incident k-vector. The sample maybe has a small angle tilted from xy-plane that

causing this shifting peaks. Similar case, as refer to Figure 4.13, the result of LHM

exhibits the combination result as in the individual SRR and microstrips (refer Figure

Figure 4.12 The experimental result of copper LHM. The sample measured in THz wave
incident to the sample plane and the sample was rotated from 0=0 ° to 90° in xy-plane.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13 The experiment result of copper LHM. The sample was rotated in yz-plane
while the wave propagated in the z-direction. The orientation of sample: (a) case 1 and
(b) case 2.

As summary of this chapter, of the three types of samples tested the copper

samples have exhibit the best characterization results. DDT-AuNPs exhibits resonance as

well but the result from PEDOT: PSS did not exhibit any SRR interaction with the THz

field. Copper LHM has exhibit the characteristic of combination individual SRR and

microstrips. In addition, the fabrication of the copper samples is relatively easy then

fabrication of DDT-AuNPs and PEDOT: PSS samples thus adding potential for future

device innovation. The DDT-AuNPs LHM sample have distinguishable result from case

1 and 2, even though the amplitude of the absorbance is extremely low compare to copper

sample, this is due to the limited of conductivity in deposited layers of the sample. Plus,

the stacking layers of the sample cause the Fabry-Perot effect that broadens the magnetic

resonance peak. PEDOT: PSS sample has failed to produce a distinguish result of case 1

and case 2 since the conductivity is extremely low.



CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION

The procedure for extracting the negative index of MTMs based on THz-TDS

measurements of samples is presented simply using an Excel add-in program. In order to

corroborate the experimental extraction, a frequency domain finite element method

(FEM) simulation with several typical assumptions is used for verification.

5.1 Properties Retrieval

It is known from fundamental electromagnetism theory that a magnetic dipole can be

realized by the circulating current of a closed metallic loop which leads to a magnetic

moment. The magnitude of the magnetic moment is given by the product of the current

and the area of the loop and its direction is perpendicular to the plane of the loop

contributed to stored magnetic energy which related to the self-inductance, L, of the loop.

If the cut is made in the loop, then its acts like a capacitor, with capacitance C. One

obtains an LC circuit, with a resonance frequency

Thus, a SRR acts like an electromagnetic resonator (see Figure 5.1 (b)), producing at ωLC

resonant circular currents and a resonant magnetization, i.e. resonant effective

permeability.

94
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L

Figure 5.1 (a) and (c) shows the geometry of SRR element (b) the analogeuos circuit of
SRR and (d) shows geometry of microstrips.

The order of magnitude of the resonance frequency for such an SRR can be

estimate by considering the SRR capacitance in the area of its gap, treating the gap as a

parallel plate capacitor with

where w is width of the SRR side, dgap is the width of the gap, t is the thickness of the

structure, and εc is the relative permittivity of the material in the gap of the capacitor. The

inductance formula of the SRR is



where a, and ay are the length of SRR in x and y, respectively. By Applying Drude theory

in effective permittivity and permeability, the generic frequency dependence of the

effective permeability that Pendry et al'. calculated was showed in Equation 2.5.

Also, by applying the Kirchoff rule, the effective permeability is obtain" as

By comparing these equations, one can conclude ωLC is analog to ωom in Equation 2.5.

The filling factor, F, and damping constant, 4; are constants relates to the geometry and

materials composing the artificial medium. In SRR, the filling factor is simply equal to

And the damping constant of SRR is defmed in Equation 2.7.

The infinite microstrips medium alone can be characterized by an effective

permittivity having the same form as a dilute, collisionless plasma, which is defme in

Equation 2.2. Inductance and capacitance for infinite microstrips are

For which 1 is the length of the microstrips In this case, 1 is equal to lattice length, p.

Thus, by applying Equation 5.l, the plasma resonance of infinite microstrips is
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Typically, in the quasi-static regime, the effective permittivity of infinite lattices of

unloaded wires is described using the Drude model as shown in Equation 2.2. However,

for semi-finite microstrips medium, effective permittivity is deduced to95

By applying Equations 5.1 to 5.8 and structure parameter listed in Table 5.1, the

effective e and la parameter of DDT-AuNPs is retrieved and shown in Figure 5.2. The

simulated absorbance at 0.15 THz (Figure 5.2 (d)) has showed that it is match with the

experimental result although the amplitude different is not same. The extracted index of

refraction (Figure 5.2 (c)) has negative value below cutoff and the peak is —1.6 occurs at

peak 0.14THz.

The simulation of PEDOT: PSS SRR shows (Figure 5.3) there should have an

absorbance peak located at 0.48THz if highly conductivity material were used. However,

since the conductivity of PEDOT: PSS for the experiment was low, there are no shows of

absorbance peak as predicted in the simulation result.

Table 5.1 List of Structure Parameters of the Samples
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Figure 5.2 Simulation results for 3D DDT-AuNPs LHM (a) effective permeability plot,
(b) effective permittivity plot, (c) refractive index, and (d) simulation absorbance
compare to measured absorbance data.

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show both the simulation and experimental results for

copper SRR and break-microstrips. The simulation and experimental result for the copper

and SRR and break-microstrips are closely match. However, the results also show that is

no negative index of refraction occurs in this sample since the effective permittivity

resonance of the break-microstrips is too far away from the SRR magnetic resonance.
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Figure 5.3 Simulation results for DEPOT: PSS SRR in increasing conductivity compared
to measured absorbance.

Figure 5.4 The comparison of simulation and experimental absorbance of copper SRR
and break-microstrips.
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Figure 5.5 The simulation result of (a) effective permeability and (b) effective
permittivity of SRR, (c) effective permittivity of break microstrips and (d) refractive
index of 3D copper LHM.

5.2 FEMLAB's RF Module

The FEM has been increasingly used for numerical computation of electromagnetic

propagation and scattering simulation in the terahertz region 96 as well as on the optical

region 97 . The use of unstructured meshes and isoparametric triangular elements offer

superior versatility in modeling complex geometries and allows the user to accurately

model curvilinear geometries. Several approaches for the analysis of dispersive medium

using FEM have been proposed98'99'¹00.
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In this section, the simulation is performed using a commercial fmite element

solver, FEMLAB's RF module. The RF Module is a COMSOL Multiphysics™ package

for analysis and solve problem of general field electromagnetics waves such as RF and

microwave applications, optics, and photonics using FEM methods. The application

modes included in the package are fully multiphysics enabled which extends the

modeling environment with customized interfaces and functionality optimized. The

underlying equations for electromagnetics are available in the application modes adding

unique feature to COMSOL Multiphysics, making nonstandard modeling easily

accessible.

The Figure 5.6 shows 3D pattern of the electric field norm distribution of

resonance mode for the 2D composite structure of 10 x10 copper SRR obtains from RF

module FEMLAB. For simplicity, the simulation was performed in 2D approach where

the copper SRR array, with element parameter as shown in Table 5.1, was laid on the xy-

plane. The result shows there is a resonance peak fall at 0.6THz. This value, however,

does not match with both previous calculation using Excel add-on and experimental data.

This is perhaps due to large tolerance error occurred when the coarse mesh parameter was

applied in the simulation works. The accuracy is expected to increase when finer meshes

are exploited.
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Min: 1582e.4

Figure 5.6 3D pattern of the electric field norm distribution of resonance mode for the
2D composite structure of 10x10 copper SRR obtains from RF module FEMLAB. The
color bar indicates the normalized scale in V/m.

Figure 5.7 shows the simulation of copper SRR in 3D approach. The result shows

that there is a major resonance peak fall at 0.4THz and a small resonance peak 0.8THz.

The simulation result in this model has proven to match with the experimental and

previous calculation using Excel add-in. However, since the run time in this simulation is

very large and also consumes large RAM and cache memory, simulation in fine step size

of frequencies and fme meshes size are unable to perform. A better machine is needed for

accurate simulation.
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Figure 5.7 Surface plot of normalized Electric field from frequencies 0.1 to lTHz.
Resonance frequencies is showed at 0.4 and 0.8THz. The color bar indicates the scale in
V/m.

All the simulations were performed on an Intel Centrino Coretm 2 Duo Processor

at frequency 1.66GHz, 1.99GB of RAM memory. The total simulation process time for

2D model was approximately 90 minutes for frequency of 0.l to 1 THz with steps size of

0.05THz. For 3D model, the run time is approximately 2 hours with frequencies in step

size 0.1THz. Also, due to the limitation of the machine, the LHM structure with both

combination of SRR and microstrips are unable to perform. Both simulation codes are

listed in Appendix B.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

The concept of MTMs is based on the effective-medium assumption. The unit cell of a

periodic structure has dimensions significantly smaller than the probing wavelength so

the medium is described as homogeneous medium. In our experimental condition, the

frequency range is from 0.1 THz to 1 THz is equivalent to 3000µm to 300).1m where our

sample lattice size is satisfying this restriction.

The fabrication of 2D and 3D THz MTMs are successfully fabricated using

microfluidic-jetted fabrication. The size of the 2D sample is approximately 80µm with

thickness of 2.4 µm fabricated using PEDOT: PSS. However, this sample showed no

significant absorbance peak in the characterization result under investigation using THz-

TDS in frequencies range of 0.1 to 2.3 THz. This is mainly due to the low conductivity

of the sample, as proved in the simulation result. Conductivity may increase by

increasing the number of deposited layers, which in other words, increase the thickness of

the sample. However, increasing deposited thickness caused fluidic smear and the feature

was unable to recognizable. So far, sample thickness of 2.4µm is the maximum

fabrication thickness for this PEDOT: PSS sample. As conclusion, although the feature

size of 1/8 of the incident wavelength was clearly achieved, the transmission effects are

relatively diffuse, and consequently difficult to characterize.

In using the DDT-AuNPs as fabrication medium, obviously, the conductivity is

far better then PEDOT: PSS. But structure fabricated in this fluidic suffered poor
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resolution. Only with lattice size up to 180µm of SRR structure was successfully

fabricated. The idea of stacking layers not only increases the conductivity of the sample

but also reduces the lattice length in z-direction thereby making 3D LH MTMs feasible.

Thus, for this sample, an absorbance peak is observed near 0.18THz under investigate of

THz-TDS, although the amplitude of absorbance peak is relatively low. The low

absorbance amplitude can be explained: in this structure range of p/λ=1/5 to 1/8, although

refraction is dominating, diffraction/scattering effects tend to alter the purity of refractive

effects and increase the transmission losses. In addition, simulation results are not exact

but are consider closed to the experimental results and the retrieved refraction index is

—1.6 at 0.15THz.

The copper samples were fabricated by a combination of a microfluidic-jetted

technique and a typical PCB etching technique. MTMs fabricated using this combination

technique was first discover and realized by the author. These samples gave promisingly

high conductivity thus consequently to very sharp absorbance peaks under

characterization of THz-TDS. Copper SRR sample exhibited magnetic resonance leading

to negative permeability at 0.43THz and plasmonic resonances leading to negative

permittivity at 0.98THz while copper break-microstrips exhibited plasmonic resonances

at 0.68THz. The simulation results have successfully given a good agreement with the

experimental results. But unfortunately, due to the geometry parameters of the

break-microstrips structure, the combination of the copper SRR and break-microstrips does not

yield a negative refractive index. Extra work is needed to solve this problem in the future

as well as improving the sample feature resolution.
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6.2 Future Work

MTMs have rapidly developed in these past few years. It is not possible to report on all of

their current developments or to predict all of their future directions and applications.

However in this chapter, a few idea and research will discuss and added to important

challenges and potential future work for MTMs.

6.2.1 Improve Resolution of the Structure

The average lattice size p in the fabricated samples is still electromagnetically too large

for high-quality refraction. As mention in the section above, the diffraction/scattering

effects tend to alter the purity of refractive effects and increase the transmission losses for

structure size of 1/4 to 1/8 although the refraction is dominant. In order to obtain pure

refractive phenomena without order losses, it is necessary to decrease the structure

feature by one order of magnitude or more. Once that challenge is met, MTMs will

behave as atoms in natural materials to produce a perfectly homogeneous macroscopic

response., The atomic lattice constant of natural material such as water is in the order of a

few angstroms, therefore, it is in order of one thousand of millions smaller then the

incident terahertz wavelength (p/2-10 -8), which ensures a perfectly homogeneous

response to electromagnetic waves. A decrease of p/λ, in MTMs from —1/10 to 1/100

would be sufficient to obtain good refraction, since scattering would become completely

negligible. This seems to represent a real challenge as much more electric and magnetic

energy needs to be stored in a much smaller volume.

PEDOT: PSS is a perfect fluidic for fine spot size deposition but it is suffer from

low conductivity. However, a 3D structure with reduce lattice constant is can be
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fabricated using this fluidic and the conductivity can be increased by stacking more

dielectric layers with SRR or microstrips deposited on each layers.

6.2.2 Conductivity Improve

The PEDOT: PSS 2D MTMs that are fabricated using microfluidic-jetted techniques

discussed in Chapter 3 have low conductivity (below 1 S/cm) even though the size has

met the 1/10 of incident wavelength. Toluene based DDT-AuNPs has higher conductivity

then PEDOT: PSS. However, since the deposited drop diameter is relatively large

compare to PEDOT: PSS, it is failed to fabricate small features lower then 180m.

Alternative material needs to be explored for better conductivity as well as able to

minimize the drop spot. Recent development of water based DDT-AuNPs in has found to

match these conditions, it has the same conductivity and a larger surface tension for fine

size deposition. Thus, this water based DDT-AuNPs is expected as a potential fluidic for

THz MTMs fabrication.

Mixing CNT in PEDOT: ASS has proved to enhance the conductivity of the

fluidic¹0¹. Also, recently research observed that the conductivity of PEDOT: PSS films

can be enhanced by adding polyalcohols (alcohols with more than two OH groups on the

molecule) or high dielectric solvents, such as methyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and

N,Ndimethylformamide into the PEDOT: PSS solution.

6.2.3 Active Metamaterials

Active MTMs is an unexplored field to date. It is predicted that novel active applications

will soon emerge from the new paradigm of MTMs. My future exploration, active MTMs

will be fabricated with semiconductor polymers as a light active media for MTMs

fabrication.
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Fluidic semiconductor polymers act as conductors when exposed to light by electron-hole

pair excitation. PEDOT: PSS is originally a conducting material without excitation light

due to the surface charge of the polymer. However, the conductivity is increase when

photo-excited electron-hole pairs optically injected into the semiconductor polymer ¹0² .

THz-TDS pump probe technique ¹0³ was carried out on active MTM sample to

demonstrate the active charge response of the medium. This method is no different from

typical THz-TDS unless an argon laser is added to the system as an excitation source as

shown in Figure 6.l.

Figure 6.1: THz-TDS pump probe technique setup.

Another active MTMs propose is the voltage active MTMs. The structure is LHM

MTMs with microstrips connect to the AC or DC voltage as shown in Figure 6.2. The

SRR structure is deposited using high conductivity material such as gold or carbon

nanotube fluidic whereas the microstrips are deposited using semiconductor polymer

fluidic. When current apply to the rod wire, semiconductor material will act as conductor

and the overall structure forms a LH medium due to the incident waves. In the case with
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no current apply; the structure will act as SRR since the semiconductor has low

absorption to the THz waves.

Figure 6.2 The illustrated diagram of future active LH MTMs with both end of the rod
connect to the AC or DC voltage.

6.2.4 Gradient or Step Negative Refraction Index THz MTMs

SRR exhibit a magnetic response that increases linearly as a function of inverse gap

spacing where capacitance C a , dg is gap spacing. This idea of varying SRR gap

spacing would be a precursor to the design gradient or step index MTMs. In addition,

since the microfluidic-jetted technique provides a relatively easy procedure for material

fabrication added potential for this device to be fabricated. The gradient or step negative

refraction material is feasible using the idea of stacking layers to form 3D structure. The

experiment to confirm the gradient negative refraction index is observing the refracted

beam on the planer slab of MTMs. The beams will acquire different phase advances as

they propagated through the slab.



APPENDIX A

FABRICATION SUMMARY

The following appendix includes the summary of the fabrication steps of the samples.

1. Substrate Preparation

1. Cut into size.
2. Pre-cleaned with acetone, followed with isopropanol rinses.
3. Boiled with distilled water mix with three drops of cleaning agent D-91 for 60

minutes.
4. Followed with 60 minutes ultrasonic bath.

2. Deposited Fluidic Preparation

Table A.1 List of Solvent, Manufactures, Formulation for Deposited Fluidic

3. Design Layout

Figure A.1 deposited pattern for (a) 801m lattice size SRR for PEDOT: PSS samples.
And, (b) LHM with lattice size of 180µm for DDT-AuNPs and Cu samples.
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4. Cartridge Setting

Table A.2 List of Cartridge Setting of Fluidic Used

Table A.3 Cleaning Cycle and Idle Setting for Microfluidic Deposition
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5. Waveform Setting



a

Figure A.2 Waveform setting of (a) PEDOT: PSS and (b) DDT-AuNPs solution. (c)
Liquid polyimide. Vamp for PEDOT: PSS was 11-13V, DDT-AuNPs was 15-17V and for
polyimide was 19-21V.

7. Curing

Table A.4 List of Curing Properties of Fluidic Used

8. Etching (Copper Samples only)
Samples were etched under commercial etchant for minutes.
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APPENDIX B

COMSOL MODEL REPORT I

The following appendix includes the generated reports of COMSOL Multiphysics™
package FEMLAB's RF module simulation of 2D model Copper SRR sample and 3D
model Copper SRR.

2D model Cu SRR

1. Table of Contents

• Table of Contents
• Model Properties
• Geometry
• Geom1
• Materials/Coefficients Library
• Solver Settings
• Postprocessing
• Variables

2. Model Properties

Application modes and modules used in this model: Geom1 (2D)
In-Plane TM Waves (RF Module)

3. Geometry

Number of geometries: 1
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3.1. Geom1

3.1.1. Point mode

3.1.2. Boundary mode

3.1.3. Subdomain mode

4. Geom1

Space dimensions: 2D
Independent variables: x, y, z
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4.1. Mesh

4.1.1. Mesh Statistics
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4.2. Application Mode: In-Plane TM Waves (rfweh)
Application mode type: In-Plane TM Waves (RF Module)
Application mode name: rfweh

4.2.1. Scalar Variables

4.2.2. Application Mode Properties



5. Materials/Coefficients Library

5.1. Cu

6. Solver Settings

6.1. Direct (UMFPACK). Solver type: Linear system solver
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7. Postprocessing
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8. Variables

8.1. Boundary

8.2. Subdomain

8.2.1. Subdomain 1
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8.2.2. Subdomain 2-101
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COMSOL MODEL REPORT II

3D model Cu SRR

1. Table of Contents

• Title - COMSOL Model Report
• Table of Contents
• Model Properties
• Geometry
• Geom1
• Geom2
• Materials/Coefficients Library
• Solver Settings
• Postprocessing
• Variables

2. Model Properties

125

Application modes and modules used in this model:Geom1 (3D)
Electromagnetic Waves (RF Module):Geom2 (2D)

3. Geometry

Number of geometries: 2



3.1. Geom1
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3.1.1. Point mode

3.1.2. Edge mode

3.1.3. Boundary mode





4.2. Application Mode: Electromagnetic Waves (rfw)
Application mode type: Electromagnetic Waves (R14 Module)
Application mode name: rfw

4.2.1. Scalar Variables

4.2.2. Application Mode Pro perties
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5. Geom2



6. Materials/Coefficients Library

6.1. Cu

7. Solver Settings

Solve using a script: off

7.1. GMRES. Solver type: Linear system solver

7.1.1. Geometric multierid. Solver type: Preconditioner

7.1.1.1. SOR vector. Solver wipe: Presmoother
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7.1.1.2. SORU vector. Solver type: Postsmoother



7.1.1.3. SPOOLES. Solver type: Coarse solver

7.2. Advanced
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8. Postprocessing

9. Variables

9.1. Boundary
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9.2. Subdomain
9.2.1. Subdomain 1-3
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9.2.2. Subdomain 4-28
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